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tower barracks

Col. Christopher R. Danbeck, the outgoing commander of
U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria, delivers his remarks during the
Change of Command ceremony at Grafenwoehr Training Area.

Photo Credit: U.S. Army photo by Markus Rauchenberger (3)

USAG Bavaria
leadership
changes hands

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany – Col. Kevin A. Poole assumed command of U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria from Col. Christopher R.
Danbeck during a ceremony held July 12 at the Tower Barracks
Parade Field.

While he is leaving the position as garrison commander of USAG
Bavaria, Danbeck will remain in Germany as Deputy Director
to the Installation Management Command Directorate Europe in
Wiesbaden.

The ceremony was attended by numerous guests ranging from
local community leaders, tenant unit leadership, the Bundeswehr,
garrison staff and community members. A highlight of the ceremony was the two commanders being raised in the fire truck
rescue basket as a symbolic act to orient and familiarize Poole
on locations of key facilities and infrastructure, tenant unit areas
of responsibility, installation boundaries and installation access
control points.

Under his direction as garrison commander the Bavarian locations Grafenwöhr, Vilseck, Hohenfels and Garmisch continued to
operate even during particular challenges during the last years
such as the effects of the corona pandemic and the support of
additional U.S. troops to reinforce presence in Europe.

Thanking Danbeck for his tireless efforts on behalf of the garrison and welcoming Poole and his family, Tommy R. Mize, Director of the Installation Management Command Directorate Europe
explained “Danbeck coped with his task with flying colors. His
successor Colonel Poole has big footsteps to fill.”
In his speech Danbeck bid farewell in German, saying “My dearest friends – thank you for all you have done for the Garrison,
for me and my family. You welcomed us as outsiders with such
generosity even though you all knew we would be gone in two
years. From the county to the city, from the forest meister to the
police chiefs you have been some phenomenal teammates.”

With the garrison motto “Better in Bavaria” and a “Thank you,
Servus, Goodbye and Auf Wiedersehen” he bid farewell to
the guests present and gave over to new garrison commander
Poole. “Welcome back and congratulations on the command on
the best garrison in the Army!”
Col. Poole is not new to Germany. He transferred over from
the United States European Command in Stuttgart. In addition,
Poole had also been with the 1st Battalion, 4th Infantry Regiment
and Joint Multinational Readiness Center at the Hohenfels military training area in the past.
Happy to be back in Bavaria, Poole, speaking fluent German and
English in his speech, greeted the numerous guests that had
traveled to be part of this event. “Gruess Gott! Thank you all for
your presence today. I am looking forward to our partnerships
and friendship in the future”
Acknowledging Danbecks hard work and looking forward to
continued relations with him in the future Poole thanked him,
his family and the community for the fabulous integration they
received. “Thank you for your support and your confidence in
me to command this great garrison.”
To close the ceremony the black powder shooter Böllerschützen Volsbach traditionally welcomed the new commander with a
ceremonial volley.

Mr. Tommy Mize, Director of Installation
Management Command Directorate-Europe,
passes the unit colors to U.S. Army Col.
Kevin A. Poole, the incoming commander
of USAG Bavaria. Christopher R. Danbeck
relinquished command to Col. Poole.

| by Natalie Simmel
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Col. Christopher R. Danbeck, the outgoing commander of U.S. Army
Garrison Bavaria, and Col. Kevin A. Poole, the incoming commander
of USAG Bavaria, inspect the formation from a fire truck rescue
basket during the Change of Command ceremony.
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German Federal
President visits
7th Army Training
Command
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany—German Federal President (Bundespresident) Frank-Walter Steinmeier visited 7th Army Training Command July 12.
The purpose of the Federal President’s visit was to thank U.S.
troops for their key contribution to the freedom and security of
Germany and its NATO allies in Europe.
Accompanying Steinmeier were U.S. Ambassador to Germany
Dr. Amy Gutmann, U.S. Army Europe and Africa Commander
Gen. Darryl Williams and 7th ATC Commander Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert.
After a welcome ceremony at 7th ATC headquarters, Steinmeier gave remarks to Soldiers at the Grafenwoehr Training
Area.

Photo Credit: Photo By Sgt. Spencer Rhodes

“Thank you for your service, thank you for your sacrifice,” said
Steinmeier. “What you do here, each and every one of you, is
existential [sic] importance to the security of my country, my
people, our continent and our alliance.”

German Federal President Frank-Walter Steinmeier says goodbye
during farewell address at 7th Army Training Command's Grafenwoehr
Training Area July 13, 2022. Steinmeier visited to thank U.S. troops
for their contributions to the freedom and security of Germany and its
NATO allies in Europe, and he paid tribute to the importance of the
transatlantic partnership between the U.S. and Germany

service to the nation and being away from family and other
loved ones for a lengthy period of time.
U.S. Soldiers from 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division explained to Steinmeier the effectiveness of heavy equipment and strategic impact of combat vehicles during
battlefield engagement with opposing forces.

Steinmeier also paid tribute to the strength of the transatlantic partnership between Germany and the U.S. and reaffirmed
Germany’s commitment to solidarity with fellow members of the
Alliance.

1st ABCT, 3rd ID Commander Col. Peter Moon compared the
larger range capacity in Grafenwoehr that allows flexibility to
conduct and execute various training exercises more effectively and how welcoming the Grafenwoehr community has
been since they arrived from Fort Stewart, Ga.

After the remarks, Steinmeier spent time with Soldiers who
gave their account of experiences in training overseas and with
fellow NATO members. Steinmeier discussed the Soldiers’ vital

“At our home station Fort Stewart, we have a certain number of
ranges to be able to shoot different caliber weapons systems
simultaneously,” said Moon. “The amount of air space in Ger-

German President FrankWalter Steinmeiers speaks
with a 3rd Infantry Division,
1st Armor Brigade soldier,
July 13, 2022, during a
visit to 7th Army Training
Command's Grafenwoehr
Training Area. President
Steinmeier traveled to 7
ATC to thank U.S. troops
for their contributions to
the freedom and security
of Germany and its NATO
allies in Europe, while also
paying tribute to the importance of the transatlantic
partnership between the
U.S. and Germany.
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German Federal President Frank-Walter Steinmeier, U.S. Ambassador
to Germany Amy Gutmann, U.S. Army Europe and Africa Commanding
Gen. Darryl Williams, and Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert thanked soldiers
for their hard work and sacrifice at 7th Army Training Command's Grafenwoehr Training Area July 13, 2022. Steinmeier visited to thank U.S.
troops for their contributions to the freedom and security of Germany
and its NATO allies in Europe, and he paid tribute to the importance of
the transatlantic partnership between the U.S. and Germany.

“

"Thank you for your service,
thank you for your sacrifice.
What you do here, each and
every one of you, is existential
[sic] importance to the security
of my country, my people, our
continent and our alliance."
(Frank-Walter Steinmeier)

many allows us to shoot large caliber artillery or mortars giving
us a lot of flexibility to shoot more.”
After Steinmeier’s visit with 1st ABCT, he ate chow with Soldiers
and toured other units training at Grafenwoehr, including German and British Army units.
Steinmeier reaffirmed to all troops that Germany would do everything in its power to uphold unity amongst NATO alliances
and also defend every inch of NATO territory.
“We, as Germans, owe our gratitude to all of them—to those
who are serving with you in Germany and across Europe, and
to those who came before you,” said Steinmeier. “I want to send
my greetings and my gratitude to the hundreds of thousands of
veterans and their families in America, who have served in my
country before.”
The Federal President of Germany is the head of state, while
the chancellor is the head of government. Steinmeier is the
first Federal President since 1996 to visit U.S. Armed Forces
in Germany.
| by Spc. Adrian Greenwood
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U.S. Ambassador
visits 7th Army
Training
Command's
Grafenwoehr
Training Area
The U.S. Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Honorable Amy Gutmann, takes a photo with 7th Army Training
Command's Commander, Brig. General Joseph E. Hilbert, and Consular General, July 12, 2022. The visit marks the first for the Ambassador since being appointed to the position in February 2022.

The sentiment was shared by President Steinmeier during the
same address, exemplifying the shared unity between Germany
and the U.S., not just from the military but its leadership.
“We stand united in this difficult time. Our transatlantic alliance
is strong. We are united to defend freedom, democracy and international law,” said Steinmeier. “We are united in our support
of Ukraine – politically and financially, with humanitarian and
military assistance.”

Grafenwoehr, Germany —U.S. Ambassador to Germany, Dr.
Amy Gutmann, visited 7th Army Training Command’s Grafenwoehr Training Area, July 12-13.
On the second day of Gutmann’s visit she was joined by German Federal President Frank-Walter Steinmeier.
Ambassador Gutmann spent time with Joint Multinational Training Group – Ukraine and the units facilitating their training
mission while also paying tribute to the many formations that
arrived in Grafenwoehr to support Germany and NATO during
an address Wednesday.

Photo Credit: Sgt. Spencer Rhodes, U.S. Army (2)

Gutmann, while visiting an equipment maintenance course for
Ukrainian Soldiers, praised Soldiers for their service and pointed out how proud they should be for serving during such a
historic time.
As a testament to the transatlantic partnership between the
U.S. and Germany, Gutmann emphasized during an address
to 1st Armor “Raider” Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division soldiers,
that the strength of multinational training is created through the
bond held by both militaries, creating a joint training capability
for allies across the European Theater.

Looking at the Raider Brigade specifically, Gutmann said they
constituted the unwavering commitment of the United States to
a free and peaceful Europe, after arriving in Germany on Feb.
24, the same day as the Russian invasion of Ukraine. This
commitment to freedom she said, makes a demand on all of us.
“Future generations will look back on how we served the cause
of freedom and security at this pivotal moment … To you, General Williams, to your men and women standing on freedom’s
watch here and across Europe and Africa, to the Soldiers of
the Raider Brigade, I thank you, we thank you,” said Gutmann.
| by Sgt. Spencer Rhodes
U.S. Ambassador to Germany, Dr. Amy Gutmann, addresses Soldiers of the
3rd Infantry Division's 1st Armor Brigade during her visit to 7th Army Training
Command's Grafenwoehr Traiing Area, alongside German President Frank-Walter
Steinmeier, July 13, 2022. Ambassador Gutmann traveled to 7 ATC to thank the
troops for their contributions to the freedom and security of Germany, NATO, and
the historic service they provide to the U.S. and its allies in the european theater.

“…Make no mistake: our most powerful tool is the strength of
our partnership. Our partnership is focused on safeguarding
stability and democracy in a world that became more unstable
when Putin invaded Ukraine on February 24,” said Gutmann.
Bavarian Times | 8
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Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert (third from right) was instructed in the
target pattern of the G 36 rifle during the guest shooting competition. Lt. Col. Florian Rommel (second from right) hosted the event
which was conducted by 1st Lt. Christian Schregelmann (left).
Mantel's Mayor Richard Kammerer (right) was the civilian guest
who achieved the best score.

Shooting badge
and guest shooting
competitions

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- In the spirit of German-American
cooperation, the German Army’s Grafenwoehr Training Area
Command hosted a three-day shooting training and competition. Soldiers from the US Army had the opportunity to acquire
the German Army’s shooting badge and representatives from
local communities and authorities competed in a G36 rifle and
P8 pistol shooting competition.
The German Military Representative (DMV), Grafenwoehr Training Area Command, represents the German military interests
vis-à-vis the American armed forces. To deepen the relationship
and cooperation, Lt. Col. Florian Rommel invited them to a joint
gunnery training with the standard weapons of the German Armed Forces on shooting ranges 124 and 126, directed by Capt.
Kevin Dörrer and 1st Lt. Christian Schregelmann.

As part of the official connections between the German Army,
the US Armed Forces and the communities around the training area, a guest shooting competition was also hosted on the
third day. Civilian personnel of the US Army were also invited
to the event. The commanding general of 7th Army Training
Command, Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert, thanked everyone for the
joint competition. Of the mayors, the Mantel Mayor Richard
Kammerer proved to be the most accurate shooter. DMV 1st
Sgt. Norbert Prediger provided the soldiers and civilian guests
with grilled goods and drinks during the three-day event.

The NCOs and teams of the DMV, as functional personnel, took
on the instruction in handling the weapons, communicating the
safety regulations and supervising the shooting. Senior Midshipman (RES) André Potzler had organized the shooting slots
and the handing out of the range cards. Around 300 US soldiers from units at Tower Barracks in Grafenwoehr, Rose Barracks in Vilseck and the rotating US troops in the camps took
part in the shooting competition for shooting badge.
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The German Army’s shooting badge is a coveted insignia for
American soldiers. The award for special shooting skills in
bronze, silver and gold may also be worn on their uniforms.
Prerequisite is the completion of evaluation exercises with the
pistol P8 and the German assault rifle G 36.

Closer to you, more for you!
Vilseck | Industriestraße 7 | Phone 09662-9820
Mail: werkmarkt@einhaeupl.de

on an article
of your choice.

tower barracks
Garrison Commander Col.
Kevin A. Poole engaged
with residents to get a better
understanding of their housing
situation.

Photo Credit: Natalie Simmel (3); janista – stock.adobe.com

Housing town halls
adjusted to monthly, with
visits to the housing areas
GRAFENWOEHR ,
Germany – Garrison Commander
Col. Kevin A. Poole held his first walking town hall in Netzaberg
East on Aug. 24. Poole, Garrison Command Sgt. Maj. Sebastian
A. Camacho, Acting DPW director Robert Kroning and Housing manager Andrea Mueller walked through the housing area
to engage with residents to get a better understanding of their
housing situation and possible problems.
“I think it is really great that they can come to each housing
area and talk to a few people at a time. It’s an improvement from
the mass town halls or virtual town halls. It’s already a great
step in the right direction” said Sgt. Nicholas Hage, a resident
of Netzaberg East who accompanied the group from the start.
“It’s great that I can get a face to face with them and actually
put my input in.”
“It’s nice to see who our leaders are and put a face to the
name,” explained Lourdes Arzola, an army spouse living in
Netzaberg. “It was great to see people who can make a difference in our community actually in the community witnessing
for themselves what issues are there for us and what can be

Garrison Commander Col.
Kevin A. Poole held his first
walking town hall in Netzaberg
East on Aug. 24. He was joined
by residents of the area.

done to address them and to possibly find ways to solve our
problems together.”
During the event residents could talk in-person with the garrison command team and show them the issues in person. Poole
and Camacho learned of different problems and discussed
concerns with the affected residents, such as the trashing of
the recycling area or unsafe trash left on the streets.
Kroning and Mueller supported this event with their expertise,
offering insight and discussing possible solutions with the team.
“The event worked very well. The engagement with the garrison
commander was fantastic. People were out. Some of them in
their yards, some came because of the advertisement. The engagement was right on par of what we were looking for” said
Kroning.
Mueller added “People were glad that Col. Poole and Command Sgt. Maj. Camacho were coming out here to talk to them
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in person. And people came up to us and asked questions and
shared their ideas. I think it was a very good turnout.”
Poole was pleased with the outcome of the event as well: “I
got a lot of good feedback from some of our tenants that live
in Netzaberg East. For the most part I was pleased with the
fact that most of our tenants didn’t have any issues. But we will
definitely tackle the issues that came up. But other than that I
think it was a good event.”
The garrison team was encouraged to keep on doing more
events like this. “I see potential for this and I hope it’s done
more often,” said Arzola. “I think we have a wonderful community. I feel that if more opportunities are there for us to be
involved, more individuals will participate to voice their concerns.”
More walking housing town halls are planned in the future on
a monthly basis. During these events Poole will visit the different housing areas within the USAG Bavaria installations, walk
through them and discuss issues with residents on site. Residents are encouraged to join.

| by Natalie Simmel
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The event was wrapped up at the little park between George Marshall and
Eisenhower Street next to the small lake where Community members could ask
questions and voice concerns

tower barracks

Fire extinguisher exchange service
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany – the Directorate of Public Works in
cooperation with the Department of Emergency Services currently offer a fire extinguisher exchange service. Within this service all unit fire wardens within the United States Army Garrison
Bavaria installation can exchange their building fire extinguishers free of cost until Nov. 30.

For the safety of you and your coworkers USAG Bavaria asks
you to use this service and exchange your fire extinguisher as
soon as possible.

Fire extinguishers play a vital role in any fire protection plan
in every environment. They are a first response to fire and can
help prevent catastrophic damage to property and even loss of
life. According to USAG Bavaria Assistant Fire Chief Sebastian
Baier fire extinguishers put out more workplace fires than the
Fire and Rescue Service. “Several disasters in the USAG Bavaria footprint have already been eliminated by fire extinguishers
this year,” said Baier.

FAQ’s:
Q: How should I behave in a situation where I would need a fire
extinguisher?

Fire extinguishers are life protectors, damage reducers and safety maximizers. However during their life cycle they are exposed
to various external factors that can influence and reduce their
functionality. During the years the inside powder can get solid
and clotted and prevent necessary action during an emergency.
Additionally, humidity can assault the rubber seals leading to
pressure exhaust. To ensure they are ready when needed fire
extinguishers need to be checked and exchanged on a regular
basis.
Since fire extinguishers fall under subject of personal property the building, fire wardens are responsible for accurateness
and functionality of fire extinguishers. While the exchange of
fire extinguishers normally comes with a cost, unit fire wardens
can now exchange their 6kg ABC dry powder fire extinguishers
charge-free using the service offered by DPW and DES. Any
outdated fire extinguishers can be exchanged at the following
locations and times through Nov. 30:
•

Photo Credit: Graficriver – stock.adobe.com

•

Tower Barracks Grafenwoehr, container in parking lot
across from bldg. #319
TUESDAYS: 09:00 a.m. – 3:00 p. m. and WEDNESDAYS:
09.00 a.m. – 12.00 p.m.

•
•

Rose Barracks Vilseck, container at washrack WP705
WEDNESDAYS: 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

•
•

HTA Hohenfels, motor pool behind bldg. #38
THURSDAYS: 09:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Military Community Garmisch
• Sheridan Kaserne, meeting point: Helipad
• August 22: 11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
•
•
•

Artillery Kaserne
August 29: 11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., DPW Parking lot, Bldg.
266
September 06: 11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., DPW Parking lot,
Bldg. 266

For more information regarding this topic check out the FAQ’s
listed below:

A1: Only fight a fire if:
– You are familiar on how to handle a fire extinguisher
– The fire is small and contained or in the incipient stage of fire
– You are safe from toxic smoke
– You have a means of escape
– Your instincts tell you it’s OK
A2: If the above applies to you you are good to use PASS:
P – Pull the pin
A – Aim the nozzle
S – Squeeze the levers
S – Sweep from side-to-side
Q: Are there classes to learn how to use a fire extinguisher?
A: The USAG Bavaria Fire department provides classes for the
community every year from April till October. The next classes
are offered during Fire Prevention Week from October 9-15. For
further information get in contact with your local fire prevention
office.
Q: When do I need to exchange fire extinguishers?
A: Based on binding U.S. and German ordinances and applicable regulations fire extinguishers shall be observed:
EVERY YEAR:
Preventive Maintenance shall be conducted per annual US
specifications NFPA 10 National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA); Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers (Edition 2008);
appliance safety law paragraph 3 ff and US Army regulation AR420-1.
EVERY SECOND YEAR:
Technical Safety Inspection and maintenance shall be conducted every two years per German BetrSichV (Industrial Safety Act),
DIN 14406-part 4, European DIN EN 3 and German Arbeitsschutzgesetz (health and safety at work act) and its guilty workplaces ordinances (§ 4 Abs. 3 ArbStättV).
AFTER TEN YEARS
6kg ABC powder fire extinguisher shall be exchanged into a new
one per direction of USAG BAV DES.
With each service an inspection plate will be issued.
| by Natalie Simmel

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Col. Wilbur W. Hsu is the new
commander of the 41st Field Artillery Brigade (41st FAB). In a
military ceremony, Brig. Gen. Joseph E. Hilbert handed over
command from Col. Daniel G. Miller. The artillery brigade, nicknamed "Rail Gunners," has maintained a partnership with the
city of Grafenwoehr since it was set up in December 2018.
The presentation of military decorations to Col. Miller and his
wife, Shay Baker Miller, preceded the official transfer of command. The German military representative, Lt. Col. Florian Rommel, presented Col. Miller with the recently acquired shooting
badge of the German Army.
The backdrop for the military ceremony was not only provided
by the Water Tower but also by the soldiers with the flag detachments as well as vehicles and the brigade's main weapon
system, the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS). The German version of this system is also used by the German Army’s
Artillery Battalion 131, stationed in Weiden, whose representatives were also present at the change of command.
The handing over of the troop flag from Col. Daniel Miller to
Col. Wilbur Hsu by Brig. Gen. Hilbert was the official sign of
the change of command. In his speech, Hilbert emphasized the
importance of the artillery brigade, which had now reached the

tower barracks

Colonel Hsu is the
new commander of
the "Rail Gunners"

Brig. Gen. Joseph
Hilbert (center)
handed over
command of the
41st Field Artillery
Brigade from Col.
Daniel Miller (left)
to Col. Wilbur Hsu
(right).

highest level of training. Hilbert thanked the outgoing commander for his service in the brigade and acknowledged his wife's
work in the military community. In his parting words, Col. Miller
thanked the soldiers of the "Rail Gunners" and the city for the
good reception in Bavaria and the joint events of the partnership. Miller and his family remain in Germany as his next assignment will be with the US European Command in Stuttgart.
In his remarks, Col. Hsu expressed his thanks for the friendly
reception in Grafenwoehr and said he was happy to be back
in Germany. Hsu has previously served in numerous command
and staff positions in both howitzer and rocket artillery units in
Germany, Hawaii, Washington State and Korea. Most recently
he was the commander of the 6th Battalion, 37th Field Artillery
with the MLRS weapon system at Camp Casey in Korea.
At a reception at the Tower View Conference Center, guests
had the opportunity to get to know Col. Hsu, his wife Amy, and
sons Grand and Clark. During their conversation, Grafenwoehr
Mayor Edgar Knobloch and Hsu found common ground in their
friendship with Lt. Gen. Walt Piatt. Piatt was commander of the
7th US Army Training Command in Grafenwoehr from 2013 to
2014 and now serves at the Pentagon. Knobloch and Hsu are
also happy about the joint partnership activities between the
city and the "Rail Gunners."
| by Gerald Morgenstern

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (3)

Grafenwoehr Mayor
Edgar Knobloch (right)
and his wife Gabi were
happy about upcoming
joint partnership activities
at the reception for the
new commander Col.
Wilbur Hsu (left) and
his wife Amy. The city
of Grafenwoehr and the
"Rail-Gunners" have a
partnership since 2018.

The handing over
of the troop flag
from Col. Daniel
Miller to Col. Wilbur Hsu by Brig.
Gen. Hilbert was
the official sign
of the change of
command.
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history & nature

Hunting
in the training
area
Deer in the
impact area
between tank
wrecks.

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- "Deer haven" is what American
soldiers often call Grafenwoehr Training Area. Gun shots and
the thunder of cannons do not contradict the presence of
red deer. On the contrary: the training area is the area with
the most game in Germany, and in terms of its size, probably
the area with the highest density of red deer in Europe. Huge
herds roam the forests and can be seen grazing in the large
open spaces, completely unperturbed by the military operations. The ban on entering the training area and the fact that

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (4)

History of
the Training
Area
“Grafenwoehr Training
Area, Yesterday - Today”
is the title of the bi-lingual book written by Reserve Sgt. Major Gerald
Morgenstern. A new edition was released in December
2018. On 288 pages with more than 800 photos, it does
not only tell the history of the training area since 1910 but
also covers the development of the training area in recent
years. One chapter also deals with the federal forest and
hunting. “Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday - Today” is
available in bookstores and at various sales locations on
and off post. For more information, visit us on Facebook
at “Grafenwoehr Training-Area Book,” or by sending an
e-mail to morgenstern.gerald@t-online.de. The book may
also be ordered online.

The track will
fade away.

the large danger areas around the target areas are deserted
have a positive effect on the wildlife population.
The total number of red deer can only be estimated and can be
guessed from the number of shots, which are between 1,000
and 1,500 each year.
The hunt is carried out in individual hunts during the military’s
shooting-free period. Passionate hunters pay hefty prices of
several thousand euros for trophies of magnificent old deer.
Trophies, game board and the timber industry are a welcome
and considerable source of income for the federal forest office
Grafenwoehr.
During large driven hunts, starting in September, the game population is briefly and energetically engaged in a way that is
appropriate for the huntsman to meet the number of kills. The
principle of the driven hunt is to move the game slowly and
without panic in front of the hide. A large number of wild boar,
roe deer and other game that can be hunted are also shot in
the “deer haven.” American hunters also take part in the hunts
on the military training area. Unlike in America, a hunting license is required by law for hunts in Germany. To acquire the
German hunting license, the US Army in Europe offers courses
that end with the hunter's examination.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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The small railway
on the military
training area
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- When the Grafenwoehr military
training area was built, a 60 cm wide narrow-gauge field railway
was built to reach the firing ranges. As early as 1908, the station
facilities for the so-called Feldbahn in Langenbruck and in the
Grafenwoehr camp were put into operation.
In the early years, the field railway was used almost exclusively
for transporting building materials. The field railway first ran from
Grafenwoehr to Langenbruck and was later built around the entire old training area.

Photo Credit: Kultur- und Militärmuseum Grafenwöhr (2)

From August 1909 it was officially called the Ringbahn (circular
railway). After its completion, the rail network covered a length
of about 40 kilometers. Soldiers with luggage, guns and ammunition were transported with the narrow-gauge railway within the
training area.
A picture shows the field railway on the Schaumbach bridge near
the ring station. The locomotive pumps water out of the Schaumbach.
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Civilians could also take trips to the Erzhaeusl and Langenbruck
station on the field railway.
Workers at the Grafenwoehr forestry office used the Ringbahn
for their daily work. Peat and wood were transported with the
wagons.
The circular railway remained in operation until 1945. However,
nothing remains of the railway itself. Only the track bed with many
sections of terrain is still reminiscent of the former small railway.
The railway material was released for other uses after the war.
| by Christine Meinl
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Health and climate change
Heat and extreme weather

Photo Credit: djd/www.bkk24.de/Rainer Fuhrmann - stock.adobe.com

can make you ill –
what you can do
(djd). Climate change does not only endanger the environment,
it also poses a major challenge to human health. High temperatures, extreme weather events and increasing air pollution
entail numerous risks, such as circulatory collapse due to heat
and increased UV radiation. As a result, the number of heat
victims in Germany alone has more than doubled over the past
decade and a half. The climatic stresses can also lead to mental disorders and more frequent occurrence of allergies and
infectious diseases. Last but not least, air pollution and smog
can have a dramatic impact on your health.

Drink plenty of water and protect yourself when it's hot
Direct protective measures in extreme heat should therefore be
known to as many people as possible. Certain groups are more
at risk because high temperatures have a particularly strong effect in old age, in people with lung and heart diseases, obesity
or diabetes and when taking certain medications. As a result, it
is important to drink a lot, to avoid heavy physical exertion and
to protect yourself well from the sun with sunscreen, a hat and
glasses. If you feel sick or suspect a heat stroke, you should
act immediately and get yourself or the person affected into the
shade and put up head and feet. At www.bkk24.de/lbl there is
a climate quiz with which users can test their heat knowledge
and find more useful tips.
Contribute to climate protection
In addition to acute measures, every citizen also has the opportunity to contribute to protecting the climate and thus to the
well-being of all of us. A building block for this is a conscious
diet with reduced meat and fish consumption, preferably regional and organically produced food and the avoidance of
unnecessary packaging.

This is what we do

This is what we stand for
Humanity, quality and being close to the patient
Reliability, competence and professionalism
Innovation and transparency of costs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prophylaxis and dental hygiene
Dental dam technique
Composite fillings
Bleaching
Implantology
Veneers
Root canal therapy with
surgical microscope
• Periodontal treatment
• Functional therapy
• Pediatric dentistry

Feel free to call us for a prompt appointment. For more detailed information visit our homepage.
Dr. Julius Sparrer
Praxis für Zahnheilkunde
TOPD – Tricare Oconus Preferred Dentist
Bahnhofstraße 21
92690 Pressath
Tel.: 09644 - 8150 | Fax.: 09644 - 8190
info@zahnarzt-sparrer.de | www.zahnarzt-sparrer.de

Practice Opening Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Bavarian Times | 16
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Constantly exhausted and
in a low state of performance - the reasons for
this can be manifold.

Mystery Fatigue: Why am I
always exhausted?

(djd). The head feels foggy. You're constantly exhausted and
tired despite getting enough sleep, and you can't concentrate
well or think clearly. Many people suffer from this mysterious
lack of performance, which is also known as fatigue, the French
term for tiredness. Those affected describe the feeling as if the
internal battery were constantly empty. Physicians rack their
brains trying to find the underlying reasons because the causes
of chronic exhaustion can be diverse.
Lack of vitamin B12 as a possible trigger for fatigue
Fatigue is often triggered by psychological stress such as stress
in the family or at work, but it also occurs with some chronic
diseases. Patients also describe them after recovering from a
Covid-19 illness, i.e. as a so-called post or long Covid symptom.
The exhaustion can also be due to a vitamin deficiency that can

be easily treated, such as a vitamin B12 deficiency. The vital
vitamin is essential in ensuring that red blood cells are formed.
Therefore, a deficit can lead to anemia. As a result, less oxygen
is transported through the body. Those affected feel like the
cells which are “running out of breath.” In addition, they may
experience depressive moods or reduced mental performance
because their nerve tissue is also not sufficiently supplied with
vitamin B12.
How to compensate for the deficiency effectively
General practitioners can detect vitamin B12 deficiency in the
blood. In order to remedy this, sufficiently high-dose tablets are
required that are approved as medicinal products because only
medicines are tested with regard to effectiveness and safety.
Corresponding preparations with 1,000 micrograms of vitamin
B12 per tablet are available in pharmacies without a prescription, such as B12 Ankermann. More information can be found
at www.b12ankermann.de. A vitamin B12 deficit occurs in many
people who do not consume sufficient amounts of the essential
vitamin through food. This applies to vegetarians, for example,
because vitamin B12 is mainly found in foods of animal origin,
especially meat.
However, chronic gastrointestinal diseases, indigestion or medication often cause a vitamin B12 deficiency. If it is compensated
for by taking a high-dose preparation, performance can usually
be restored quickly.

Photo Credit: djd/Wörwag Pharma/Dennis Reher

From infection to vitamin B12
deficiency: low performance
can have many reasons

Practice for aesthetic & gently comprehensive 
qualitative dentistry
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A strong child's back – right from the start
Even young people often suffer from back problems –
what can be done?

Sitting for hours on smartphones,
tablets and the like often causes the
notorious cell phone neck.

How parents can support their children
In order to support their child and make it strong, parents should
specifically promote physical activity in everyday life:
• Use children's natural urge to move and always cover short
distances on foot or by bike.
• Together with others, for example in a sports club, young
people move more and enjoy being physically active.
• Be a parental role model and set an example in exercise
routines - ideally together with the child. Exercises against
back pain can also be found at www.ranocalcin.de.
• Significantly reduce children's media consumption.
• Extra tip: only pack what is absolutely necessary in your
child’s backpack to keep its weight as low as possible.

YOUR DENTIST IN WEIDEN
Dr. med. dent. Christoph Radeck
Dental Aesthetics
Cosmetic corrections

Prophylaxis

Healthy and beautiful teeth for a lifetime

General Dentistry

Skilled Gentle Dentistry for a Beautiful Smile

0961/ 401 92 10

Opening Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8.00 - 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00
Wednesday and Friday 8.00 - 12.00

TRICARE OCONUS PREFERRED DENTIST
DR. MED. DENT. CHRISTOPH RADECK, Woerthstrasse 8, 92637 Weiden, Phone: 0961/ 401 92 10, mail@dr-radeck.de

Photo Credit: djd/Homeopathic Laboratory/iStockphoto

Cell phone neck and emotional stress
One of the main reasons is sitting for
hours at school or at the game console,

tablet and smartphone (the notorious school or mobile phone
neck). Obesity, one-sided strain as well as stress and fears, for
example during the pandemic, are also frequent triggers. The
consequences are clearly noticeable: the spine suffers from
a lack of exercise and strain, the back muscles shrink and
fascia harden. The resulting pain leads to limitations in physical
functionality. This, in turn, often results in absenteeism from
classes, problems concentrating and an overall reduced sense
of well-being.

www.dr–radeck.de

(djd). Back problems do not only
worry older people. Children and
young people also often complain
about problems: According to a study
by the Robert Koch Institute on the
health situation of children and young
people in Germany (KiGGS), more
than three quarters of those surveyed
between the ages of 11 and 17 stated
that had suffered from pain in the last
three months – almost half of them
back pain. Such complaints are not
caused by wear and tear at this age,
but have other causes.

cars & Traffic

This "Sunbeam" model is still an eyecatcher even after many years of use.
The appropriate paint care can be
done by the car owner himself.

(djd). When dusk sets in early and when the weather is wet
and cold with rain and fog, one thing is particularly important at the wheel: good visibility. But many motorists seem to severely neglect the lighting of their vehicle. According to Statista,
the headlights of at least every third car are either defective or incorrectly adjusted. If, for example, a deer crossing is noticed too
late due to poor light, this can have dangerous consequences.
It is just as risky to be on the road with worn windscreen wipers,
which leave streaks on the glass with every movement. A vehicle
check at the very beginning of the dark season, on the other
hand, ensures that you can see and be seen better on the road.

During the

fall check
for the car,
pay attention to the lighting,
windscreen wipers and battery

Fall check protects against dangers and annoying breakdowns
Many car repair shops take part in the action weeks and offer a
free check of the vehicle lighting. This way, deficiencies can be
remedied before anything worse happens. At the same time, the
light test is a good opportunity to also have a fall check carried
out for the entire vehicle. In addition to the lighting, the right tires,
brakes, battery, engine and vehicle electronics are also important in difficult road conditions and cold temperatures. At www.
boschcarservice.de, for example, drivers can find the addresses
of specialist companies in their own region. A decrepit battery,
for example, can be replaced quickly - that's definitely better
than being surprised by a defective energy storage device early
in the morning after a frosty night. Even worn windscreen wipers
can be quickly replaced to significantly increase safety at the
wheel in a wide variety of situations.
Clear view with a new cabin filter
Many drivers are also annoyed by windows that constantly fog
up from the inside. The reason for this can be a dirty cabin filter.
It is advisable to have the filter replaced at least once a year in
a specialist workshop. Models such as the "Bosch Filter+ pro"
are available for all common vehicles. It not only ensures a clear
view, but also works against viruses, mold, bacteria, fine dust
and neutralizes allergens and harmful gases. In addition to the
technology, adverse conditions on the road also depend on the
drivers themselves. They can contribute to greater safety by adapting their driving style, avoiding abrupt steering and braking
maneuvers in slippery road conditions, and generally driving
with more foresight.
Good visibility is particularly important when
driving at dusk and at night. To ensure this, the
headlights must work properly.

Photo Credit: djd/Robert Bosch GmbH (3)
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Travel safely with
a rental car
A small fender bender
with the rental car on
vacation can have costly
consequences. With a
special deductible
insurance, the financial
risk can be excluded.

Clever insurance protection

Photo Credit: djd/www.carassure.de/Getty Images/tommaso79

with no deductible

(djd). Finally, travel is almost unlimited again and largely possible without restrictions. Discover new holiday destinations, take
city trips or explore insider tips on Mallorca - with a rental car
it is particularly easy and convenient to flexibly and individually
organize the most beautiful weeks of the year. Despite all the
fun of traveling and mobility, vacationers should not ignore the
financial risks. Comprehensive insurance and theft protection
for the rental car are always strongly recommended - not only
in the case of self-inflicted damage, but also in the event of theft
and vandalism, among other things. But what about the deductible in the event of an accident?
Save with a supplementary insurance
The standard offers from car rental companies usually include a
deductible of several hundred euros. Even a small fender bender when parking can have annoying and costly consequences.
It is therefore advisable to set the deductible to zero if possible. However, rental companies often charge high additional
rates for this. If you want to save cleverly while on vacation, you

can take out additional insurance
beforehand. At carassure, for example, there is the option for
the consumer to cover the financial risk of the deductible, either
in Europe or worldwide, as needed. The policy is worth its cost
with just a few rental days a year. Consumers can thus save
money when booking a rental car and do without expensive
additional insurance - and enjoy their vacation days all the more
carefree.
Also protected when using car sharing services
The additional protection in the form of excess insurance is not
only a good idea when travelling. The situation is similar when
using car sharing services. Especially in urban regions, more
and more people are doing without their own car and instead
use car sharing if they want to be mobile. But the same applies
here: In the event of an accident that is your fault, you usually
have to pay a high deductible. There is also a special deductible protection for this at www.carassure.de - regardless of whether you always use the same or different car sharing providers.

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualiﬁed personnel guarantee ﬁrst-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)
• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty
• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee ﬁnance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Chassis and car paint:
Chassis repairs
Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
Small repairs of car paint damages
NEW: Volvo-certiﬁed glass repairs

Repairs and auto parts sales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning service
Car wash
Car interior detailing
Professional automotive detailing
Electronic chassis frame measuring
Tire seervice
Car parts sales

Photo Credit: djd/www.saphe.de (2) | photowahn - stock.adobe.com
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Volvo Zentrum Amberg

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).

Autohaus Hofmann GmbH
Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230
info@autohaus-hofmann.org
Bavarian Times | 20
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de
https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann
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The 2023 BMW i4 eDrive35

BMW continues to deliver on the promise to provide engaging
and innovative electromobility solutions with the latest addition
to the fully-electric BMW i4 range, the new BMW i4 eDrive35.
The BMW i4 eDrive35 joins the successful BMW i4 eDrive40
and BMW i4 M50 and makes purely electric BMW performance
more attainable than ever. US deliveries are expected to start
in the first quarter of 2023 with a starting base price of $51,400
plus $995 destination and handling.

Photo Credit: BMW USA (2)

The BMW i4 eDrive35 is driven by the same Gen5 eDrive powertrain technology found in the BMW iX and the other i4 models.
In the i4 eDrive35, the single electrically-excited synchronous
motor is fed by high-voltage batteries with an energy content
of 70.2 kWh gross and 66 kWh net. The motor sends 281 hp
and 295 lb-ft of torque (preliminary figures) to the rear wheels,
resulting in an estimated 0-60 mph time of just 5.8 seconds.
When fitted with the standard 18-inch aero wheels, the i4
eDrive35 is expected to deliver an EPA range of about 260
miles (estimated range of up to 260 miles according to preliminary BMW AG tests based on the EPA’s test procedure standards). Utilizing DC fast charging, the batteries can be charged
at a rate of up to 180 kW and, based on early testing, owners
can expect to be able to charge the HV battery from 10% to
80% in only 32 minutes.
Inside, drivers are greeted by the dramatic BMW Curved Display, powered by BMW Operating System 8. The display unites
a 12.3-inch information display with a 14.9-inch control display
behind a single, seamless glass surface angled towards the
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driver. Standard and optional features and equipment are unchanged from that available on the 2023 i4 eDrive40, and the
i4 eDrive35 will benefit from the full range of available ConnectedDrive digital services and over-the-air updates.


(BMW USA)

OUR SERVICES

KFZ-Rupprecht

 Routine maintenance
 Repairs of all auto
brands (no warranty loss)
➤
 Tire service
 Air conditioning ➤
system service ➤
➤
 Vehicle inspection/
➤
emissions testing
➤
 Parts sales ➤
➤
 Smart Repair
 Hail damage
 ... and much
more!

IhrallRundum-Service
Your
around service
Grafenwöhr
ininGrafenwoehr
PAINT SHOP

We paint everything

(incl. designs &
special paint jobs)

ACCIDENT?
No problem –
we help!

Interested? Then stop by

Beim Flugplatz 14 | 92655 Grafenwoehr
Phone: 09641/9290909 | facebook.com/KfzRupprecht
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EV6 GT Shocks the Performance
Car Establishment at the World’s
Most Exclusive Gathering of
Automotive Enthusiasts
Kia America revealed the 576-hp EV6 GT performance crossover for the first time in North America at The Quail, a Motorsports Gathering. The presence of the EV6 GT alongside
supercars from around the world during the annual Monterey
Car Week celebrations solidifies Kia’s place among the fastest
and most sophisticated players.
“The EV6 GT ushers in the next chapter of the Plan S electrification story for Kia, elevating the EV6’s thrilling performance
and effortless drivability beyond expectations,” said Steven
Center, COO and Executive Vice President, Kia America. “Moving toward our tailpipe zero-emissions goals has never been
as exhilarating.”
The arrival of the EV6 GT, the most powerful Kia production
vehicle yet produced, marks a new era for electrification and
the Kia brand. Based on the award-winning E-GMP modular
platform, the EV6 GT elevates the discourse and expands the
limits surrounding electric performance vehicles.

Electric Performance Dialed to a New Level
The EV6 GT raises the threshold of performance for the already potent EV6 lineup, with a dual-motor e-AWD powertrain that
sends power to all four wheels. An energy-dense 77.4-kWh
Nickel-Cobalt-Manganese (80/10/10) battery pack serves a
front-mounted 160kW motor, combined with a rear-mounted
270kW motor, to produce a combined power output of 430 kW
(576 hp) and 546 lb.-ft. of torque. The EV6 GT accelerates from
0 to 60 mph in 3.4 seconds, and top speed rises to 161 mph.
In independent testing performed by leading third party AMCI,
the EV6 GT out-accelerated a Ferrari Roma and Lamborghini
Huracan Evo Spyder RWD.
The performance upgrades that define the EV6 GT also include a dedicated sport suspension with electronically controlled
dampers and unique front suspension performance components. Dynamic damping control offers sporty handling and
a balanced, comfortable ride. Traction and stability are enhanced by an electronic Limited Slip Differential (e-LSD) when

cars & Traffic

EV6 GT
cornering, by directing torque
to the wheels with most grip.
Larger ventilated front (15-inch)
and rear (14.2) disc brakes with
monoblock calipers are standard. Z-rated Goodyear Eagle F1 tires fitted with 21-inch alloy
wheels are also standard on the EV6 GT.
The EV6 GT introduces GT Drive Mode, My Drive Mode, and
Drift Mode, in addition to the Eco, Normal, Sport, and Snow
drive modes offered on other EV6 models. With the push of
a button on the steering wheel, GT Drive Mode optimizes the
performance of the EV6 GT’s motors, braking, steering, suspension, e-LSD, and Electronic Stability Control (ESC) systems into their most dynamic settings. Drivers can also create
custom-tailored settings to suit individual driving preferences
using My Drive Mode. For an even more controllable driving
experience, selectable Drift Mode allows drivers to distribute
power to the rear wheels. Two additional sounds unique to the
EV6 GT join the roster of customizable Active Sound Design
options.

Photo Credit: Kia America (3)

The EV6 GT benefits from the ability to recharge at a rate similar
to its eye-opening acceleration. It features 800V fast charging
capabilities, which enables drivers to replenish 80 percent of
battery capacity in under 18 minutes at 350-kW chargers. The
EV6 GT features a strong body structure that utilizes 75 percent high-strength steel and ultra-high strength steel, as well
as the world-first, mass-produced integrated drive axle (IDA)
to enhance durability and handling, combining wheel bearings
with the drive shaft to save weight. (Kia America)

When it goes on sale in Q4 2022, the EV6 GT will be available nationwide at Kia retailers. All EV6 GT buyers will receive
a charging credit of 1,000 kWh at Electrify America stations,
useable over a three-year period. Pricing is subject to an announcement closer to vehicle launch.
1 Actual results may vary depending on options, driving conditions, driving habits, and your vehicle's condition. Verification of these results should not be
attempted. Always drive safely and obey all traffic laws.
2 V2L can be used until the battery’s charge falls to 10 percent. The 36 consecutive hours is only if the maximum 1,900 watts is being drawn from the vehicle
and the battery starts at a 100% charge; power can be drawn for even longer if
the wattage needed is lower.
3 No system, no matter how advanced, can compensate for all driver error and/
or driving conditions. Always drive safely.



(Kia America)
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EV6 in a nutshell
Like all EV6 models, the EV6 GT is part of the Kia “Plan S”
strategy to launch at least two battery-electric vehicles (BEV)
per year and build a full line-up of 14 BEVs by 2027. The EV6
GT showcases the world-first patented multi-charging system
supporting 400v and 800v DC charging, which works on DC
chargers with speeds ranging from 50kW to 350kW. Innovative
Vehicle-to-Load (V2L) functionality makes the EV6 GT a power
source on wheels, to support everything from home improvement projects to camping and tailgating.2 Electricity flows from
the high-energy battery to an Integrated Charging Control Unit
(ICCU), providing 1,900 watts of power to electrical appliances, devices, tools, and recreational equipment.
The EV6 offers a wide array of standard and available technology features, and a roster of standard and available features
that enhance safety and convenience. As part of Kia’s overall commitment to safety, the EV6 has a comprehensive list
of 20 standard active Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS).3

You find us on:
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- Inspection
- Oil Service
- HU / AU Service
- Warranty work
- Accident repair
- Vehicle preparation
- Accessories, tuning and tire service

cars & Traffic

New Maverick Tremor Off-Road
Package Revealed as Ford Re-Opens Retail
Order Banks for Its Hottest Vehicles
Following the success of the 2022 Maverick, Ford is expanding
its compact truck lineup with the new 2023 Maverick Tremor™
Off-Road Package, one of Ford’s hottest products becoming
available as the company again begins taking new customer
orders for its lineup of high-demand vehicles.

Built to tackle tough terrain
The new Maverick Tremor is an entry-level option for buyers
seeking greater off-road capability and bold styling in the same
compact package that comfortably fits their daily life in the city
while also supporting their outdoor passions.

Ford announced its retail order banks will be re-opening for
Bronco Sport, Edge, Explorer and Ranger, on Aug. 2, and Maverick and Maverick Tremor will be available for retail order
in September. Retail orders for Ford’s hot-selling F-150 and
Transit opened a few weeks ago. While customers have been
able to buy most of these products off dealer lots, the order
banks reopening provides the opportunity for enthusiasts to
build their vehicles with the specific content – wheels, colors,
features and technology – they desire.

“Ranger, F-150 and Super Duty customers have embraced the
unique off-road capability, technology and appearance updates found across our Tremor family of trucks,” said Todd
Eckert, Ford truck product marketing and brand manager. “Maverick Tremor delivers on this same promise with new functions
and features designed for off-roading – all while keeping the
truck’s signature size, affordability, and Built Ford Tough durability and capability.”
Maverick Tremor is available for XLT and Lariat series trucks. It
is outfitted with functional and capable features while keeping
in line with the signature eye-catching style of the Tremor family
of Ford trucks.
Equipped with a 2.0-liter EcoBoost® engine, the compact
pickup builds on the FX4 Off-Road Package with an all-wheeldrive system new to Maverick. This advanced system includes
a twin-clutch rear-drive unit with a differential lock feature to
allow greater off-road capability. It can divert virtually all rear
axle torque to either wheel. Five selectable drive modes make
it easy for customers to quickly tailor the on-road and off-road
capability of Maverick Tremor to pavement, mud, sand or snow,
as well as for towing conditions.

Unique front and rear springs and shocks aid in improved
off-road capability. These new shocks, together with a 1-inch
increase in ride height, also contribute to a more assertive
stance for the new Maverick Tremor. Off-road capability is
further bolstered by a heavy-duty transmission cooler and upgraded half-shafts.
Maverick Tremor does not sacrifice its Built Ford Tough credential for great capability. The compact truck offers a maximum
tow rating of 2,000 pounds and payload rating of 1,200 pounds
so customers can hook up a trailer of dirt bikes or load up the
bed with camping gear and fishing rods.
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Maverick Tremor also comes with exclusive Trail Control™,
which operates like cruise control for off-road driving. Customers simply select a set speed, then the truck manages throttle
and braking to allow them to focus on steering through challenging conditions like mud or dirt.

cars & Traffic
Designed to stand out
The rugged Tremor theme can be found throughout. Maverick
Tremor comes with a unique grille finish, plus blacked-out Ford
logos, headlamps and taillamps. The two front tow hooks get
signature Tremor Orange accents. For an even bolder look,
customers can select the available Tremor Appearance Package, which includes a Carbonized Gray-painted roof and mirror
caps, as well as black side graphics on the hood and lower
body.
Unique 17-inch aluminum wheels feature a new Tremor Orange
and dark gray anodized finish, while standard all-terrain tires
make for improved traction on loose surfaces like sand, gravel and dirt. A new lower front fascia with a more aggressive

BAVARIA Towing

approach angle and steel skid plates results in improved capability.
The bold design carries into the cabin, with Black Onyx seats
featuring stitched Tremor logos and signature Tremor Orange
accents. The center console, register vents and door pulls are
updated to include the new color scheme as well.
The 2023 Ford Maverick Tremor Off-Road Package costs
$2,995 MSRP and Tremor Appearance Package costs $1,495.
Both packages are available for ordering in September.
Production for the Ford Maverick begins this fall.

(Ford Motor Company)

Towing, recovery + breakdown service

Our team is dedicated to providing
our services 24/7, 365 days a year
Our Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Towing Services (cars and trucks to 40 tons)
Breakdown & Accident Service
Rental Car
Flat Tire Services
Vehicle Opening
Transport
Repair Service & Body Shop for all Brands
Service & Maintenance
Vehicle Purchase
Used Spare Parts with Warranty
Car Disposal & Customs Clearance
Battery tests, Boosts and Replacements

Junk Service, Car Disposal &
Customs Clearance FOR FREE!

! 24h: +49 (0) 96 21 67 680 !

cars & Traffic
Photo Credit: Volvo USA

Fully electric C40 Recharge
continues Volvo Cars five-star streak
in Euro NCAP safety testing
The fully electric Volvo C40 Recharge has been awarded a
five-star safety rating in the 2022 Euro NCAP tests, joining its
siblings in the Volvo Cars line-up as one of the safest cars on
the road today.

to strict safety standards in all of our cars, many of which we
helped establish over time. No matter which Volvo you choose,
you and your loved ones will drive one of the safest cars on
the market.”

The rating continues Volvo Cars’ five-star streak in Euro NCAP
testing, as all tested Volvo models on sale today received five
stars in their respective Euro NCAP assessments.

Launched in 2021, the C40 Recharge is Volvo Cars’ second fully electric model. In coming years, Volvo Cars plans to roll out
a whole new family of pure electric cars, one of the industry’s
most ambitious electrification plans.

The C40 Recharge scored especially well on occupant safety
and driver assist systems, helped by one of the most extensive standard safety offers in its segment. Among many other
scenarios, these safety technologies help drivers detect and
avoid collisions, remain in their lane and reduce the impact of
accidentally running off the road.
“We always aim to be a leader in safety,” said Malin Ekholm,
head of the Volvo Cars Safety Centre. “That means we adhere

Volvo Cars was the first established car maker to commit to
all-out electrification and aims to sell only pure electric cars by
2030. Already by 2025, it aims for half of its global volume to
consist of pure electric cars. Reflecting Volvo Cars’ ambition
to be an industry leader in safety, the upcoming generation of
Volvo models also aim to set new standards in safety.


(Volvo USA)

Vintage car import possible at a reduced tax rate of 7% !

Global Logistics
Trans Global
Logistics Europe
Europe GmbH
GmbH
Straße 111
111
Hochheimer Straße
D-55246 Mainz --Kostheim
Kostheim
Tel
Fax+49
+49(0)(0)6134-58444-00
6134-58444-44

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@tglog.eu
info@transglobal-logistics.de

Services

Worldwide transportation ...
… of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats/yachts
… of construction machinery and accessories
... of all kinds of project and container loads
... and moving service for household goods
… complete transport with free delivery!

Placement ...

... of transport insurance
... delivery within the USA and Europe
... Transport insurance
... Customs clearance

LEAVE IT TO US,
TO BRING IT TO YOU
+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0
0800 - 2277447
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Try us –
entrust us with your transportation!
We will make you a non-binding offer.

events
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- For the first time, more than 20
food trucks will roll into Grafenwoehr for the street food festival
from 23-25 September 2022. From 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., the caterers will spoil you with all kinds of hearty and sweet dishes in
the parking lot of the Waldbad outdoor pool. Grafenwoehr, with
its almost 40 restaurants, is widely known for its diverse international gastronomic landscape. The festival with food trucks
from all over Germany covers the entire range of international
cuisine that can be found in Grafenwoehr’s gastronomy all year
round over these three days and invites you to feast your way
around the world. Admission is free.
| by Birgit Ploessner

Learn about your new community here in Germany.
Nov 22, 2022, 9 am - 1 pm // Cross-Cultural Relations: Learn
basic survival skills - from how to adjust to the new environment
to learning general facts about Germany - Language, culture,
customs, traditions and lifestyle. ACS has you covered!
Location: ACS, Rose Barracks, B322 & VIRTUAL
Cost: Free to participate.
Registration Information: All ACS classes require registration
48 hours prior. All classes are subject to change or cancellation due to COVID-19 precautionary measures.
Scan me for
registration

Photo Credit: alexlmx – stock.adobe.com

Photo Credit: Walhalla Event und Concerts GmbH

Street Food Festival
Grafenwöhr

Welcome to Bavaria

Advertorial

Amberg’s
Michaeli Dult

Photo Credit: Amberger Congress Marketing

Folk festivals are an important part of culture in Bavaria. This
is where tradition and modernity come together. In Amberg,
the traditional Amberg Dult festival takes place twice a year, in
spring and fall.
It's almost that time again: From Sept. 23 to Oct. 3, 2022,
Amberg’s Michaeli-Dult invites you to celebrate! With attractions and exciting rides for young and old, a cozy atmosphere,
a varied music program and above all with many culinary specialties, Amberg’s Dult festivals inspire thousands of visitors
every year. The medieval town of Amberg is a beer town with
more than 500 years of tradition and the Amberg beers are
particularly impressive because of their high quality. It is therefore a matter of course that beer from Amberg will be served
in the fest tent and its beer garden, this time from the Winkler
brewery.

T R A D I T I O N A L B AVA R I A N F U N FA I R

WED,
SEPTEMBER 28

KIDS & FAMIILY
DAY

A special attraction at the Michaeli-Dult is the opening fireworks
on Friday, Sept. 23 when it unfolds its full splendor of color high
above the fairground. Other attractions such as the children's
and family day, a country evening, the ladies' night and a boxing
match ensure variety in the program. For more information and
the entire Dult program, go to www.amberger-dult.de!

TUE,
SEPTEMBER 27

LADIES
NIGHT
www.amberger-dult.de

FRI,
SEPTEMBER 23

FIREWORKS

Everything you need to know
about the biggest Volksfest
The Oktoberfest in Munich is the largest folk festival in the world.
Around six million visitors flock to the Theresienwiese in the city
center every September to enjoy beer from mugs, fried chicken
and other delicacies in the large beer tents of the Munich breweries - and to take a ride on rides such as "Wild Mouse" or the
Ferris wheel. Here, you can read everything you need to know
about the Oktoberfest in 2022.
Oktoberfest 2022: Nine facts about the Oktoberfest
Some things don't change: Why is the Oktoberfest held in September? Why is it also called Wiesn? When will it be time for
pretzels and beer in the Bavarian capital in 2022? And why does
the Oktoberfest even exist?
Fact #1: Date and Hours of Operation
From September 17th to October 3rd, the Oktoberfest 2022 will
be celebrated in 38 fest tents in Munich. On September 17, 2022
at noon, the motto is: O'zapft is! Then the mayor of the state
capital, Dieter Reiter, traditionally taps the first keg in the “Schottenhamel” tent and hands over the first beer to Bavarian Minister
President Markus Söder.

After a two-year break, the time has finally come
again in 2022: The Oktoberfest, the Wiesn, the largest folk festival in the world, will take place again
in Munich. Here, you will find everything you need to
know about Oktoberfest 2022

By the way: in 2022 the last beer call in the big tents will be at
10.30 p.m. - 30 minutes later than in previous years. Käfer's Oktoberfest tavern and the wine tent close as usual at 1 a.m. (last
beer call: 11.30 p.m.). All tents open at 9 a.m. The "Oide Wiesn"
(Historic Wiesn), which will take place again in 2022, opens its
doors at 10 a.m. and serves beverages until 9.30 p.m.
Wiesn fans should mark the following important dates for Oktoberfest 2022 in red in their calendars:
• 17 September: entry of the tent operators and the Munich
Kindl, keg tapping at 12 noon
• 18 September: Traditional costume and riflemen's parade
through the city center to the Theresienwiese
• 18 September: LGBTQIA+ Sunday at the Bräurosl tent
• 19 September: “RoslMontag” – Gay Monday in the Bräurosl tent
• 25 September: Open air concert by the Oktoberfest tent operators and Oktoberfest bands at the foot of the Bavaria statue
• 03 October: It's over! The Oktoberfest closes its doors at 10 p.m.

Photo Credit: TBD (3); Svetlana – stock.adobe.com
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Fact #2: Since when and why does the folk festival exist?
Since 1810 there has been an annual celebration on the Theresienwiese in Munich. The first reason for the Oktoberfest was
the wedding of Crown Prince Ludwig of Bavaria and Princess
Therese. As part of the celebrations in 1810, a horse race was
held on the meadow at Sendlinger Berg (today: Theresienwiese
and Theresienhöhe), in which ordinary people were also allowed
to take part. Beer and wine were served to the guests on the
grandstand - the Oktoberfest was born.
Fact #3: Why is the Munich Oktoberfest held in September?
Due to the great success of the first Wiesn, the Oktoberfest has
been significantly extended. Since the Oktoberfest is held in Munich in the south of Germany - and even if you are lucky and will
experience a golden fall with warm foehn days, the danger of
experiencing the classic Munich bad fall weather in mid-October
is significantly increased. In order to be able to celebrate the
Wiesn, which takes place largely outdoors, in beer gardens, on
fairground rides and in tents, the fest was moved forward a month

so that from mid-September to early October, the motto on the
Theresienwiese in Munich is "Oans, zwoa – g'suffa.”
However, moving the fest forward is no guarantee for good weather: mulled wine was already being served at the stands due to
low temperatures.
Fact #4: Why is the Oktoberfest also called Wiesn?
Welcome to the everyday life of Bavarians who are lazy to talk.
The Oktoberfest in Munich takes place on the Theresienwiese.
But this word is too long! “Theresienwiese” becomes “Wiese” or
“Wiesn” in the Bavarian dialect. But watch out: The Oktoberfest is
always “the Wiesn” in the singular. So anyone who says they are
going “to the Wiesn” (plural) is usually looked at obliquely – either you immediately identify yourself as a tourist or you actually
wanted to go to the “Wasen” (same word origin, different federal
state, namely the name of the Cannstatter Wasen, a large fest in
Stuttgart). Bavarian is quite simple: the Wiesn, the Maß (singular
and plural).
Fact #5: Oktoberfest Prices 2022
One thing is certain: Oktoberfest 2022 is not cheap. For a liter
mug, a so-called Maß of beer, you have to pay between 12.60
Euro and 13.80 Euro. This corresponds to an increase of 15 percent compared to the last Oktoberfest in 2019. The prices for
traditional dishes such as pork knuckles, chicken (fried chicken)
and fish on a stick are likely to increase accordingly. The rides
will also be more expensive.
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Oktoberfest
2022

Fact #6: Bavaria and the world
The Wiesn is considered an export hit from Munich: in
Shanghai, on the west coast of the USA and in Australia
- in October (and yes, definitely in October) the whole world
seems to be celebrating the Oktoberfest. However, folk festivals
in the fall are also a tradition in Bavaria and Germany without any
connection to the Oktoberfest: the time of the harvest and the
cattle drive before the long winter provided for exuberant celebrations long before the royal wedding in 1810.
Fact #7: Dirndl and Lederhosen
To the surprise of many visitors from all over the world, neither
dirndls nor lederhosen are compulsory at the Wiesn. It was not
until the beginning of the 2000s that the people of Munich went to
the Oktoberfest in traditional clothes, which are more associated
with the provinces. If you want to see real traditional costumes
from all over the world, you shouldn't miss the costume parade
on the first Sunday of the Wiesn. If you want to go to the Wiesn in
traditional clothes, you should make a wise decision and refrain
from investing into the carnival costumes that are available at the
main train station for 20 Euro. That money is better invested in a
beer or a round of Olympic looping.
Fact #8: Map
38 fest tents form the core of the Munich Oktoberfest on Wirtsbudenstrasse next to Schaustellerstrasse. The traditional Oktoberfest is celebrated on a good 31 hectares. If you switch to the
more traditional "Oide Wiesn," you can toast beer-filled steins
and ride more nostalgic rides on three and a half hectares. You
don't need tickets for the Oktoberfest or for the "Oide Wiesn"
- however, it may be that some tents close at midday due to
overcrowding and only allow visitors into the tents under strict
regulations. Reservations are not compulsory, but are worthwhile
– especially on the weekends. The easiest way to see what to
find where is using the overview plan.

| by Helmut Amschler

1st Street

FOOD
Grafenwöhr

FESTIVAL
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Fact #9: Directions
Luckily, the Theresienwiese is located almost in the center of
Munich. You can only go directly to the fest grounds by public
transport and taxis. The streets directly around the Theresienwiese are even blocked for cyclists. You can get to Oktoberfest
quickly and easily on foot from various U-Bahn and S-Bahn stations, thanks to the signs "Zur Festwiese" and by then following
the many people who are all walking in the same direction. You
best reach your destination from the following public transport
stations: Hauptbahnhof | Hackerbrücke | Pocci-Straße | Goetheplatz | Sendlinger Tor| Schwanthalerhöhe
| by Editor

AT THE
WALDBAD POOL
SEPT. 23
FROM 11 A.M.
TO SEPT. 25
Food trucks, family program and
much more. Admission is free.

Service
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Residential window
safety information

When young children are
around, keep windows
closed and locked.

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany – The home should be a safe place
for everyone, but there are some hazards families should always
be aware of. Ranking as one of the top five hidden hazards in
the home are windows.

•

Install fall prevention devices designed to limit how far a
window will open or window guards (with quick-release
mechanisms in case of fire or other emergency) to help
prevent an accident

Falls from windows are more common than people might think.
According to studies an average of eight children the age of five
and younger die every year and more than 3,300 are hospitalized due to injuries from window fall.

•

Teach your child how to safely use a window to escape
during an emergency such as a fire. Additionally, create
a home fire escape plan that you can practice with your
family

To help keep your loved ones safe the National Safety Council
Window Safety Task Force offers the following tips to help protect children from accidental window falls:

•

Use only cordless window coverings or those with inaccessible cords in homes with young children. Loose or looped
window covering cords can pose a strangulation risk. An
average of eight children die each year after becoming entangled in a window covering cord

•

When young children are around, keep windows closed
and locked

•

When opening a window for ventilation, use those located
out of a child’s reach

•

Supervise children to keep child’s play away from windows,
balconies or patio doors

•

Avoid placing furniture near windows to prevent young
children from climbing and gaining access to an open window

•

Don’t allow children to jump on beds or other furniture to
help reduce potential falls

•

Don’t rely on insect screens to prevent a window fall. Insect
screens are designed to keep bugs out, not to keep children in the home

For the whole article
about window safety
from the National
Safety Council visit:

| by Natalie Simmel
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Electric scooters:
get to know the
new regulations
How can I indicate my direction?
If your scooter isn’t equipped with a turn signal you need to
indicate the direction with your arms, similar to bicycle rules.

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — Electric scooters are legal in
Germany. However several restrictions and regulations apply.
In larger cities electric scooters belong to the cityscape. In
Germany the regulations for e-scooters are way different than
in the United States. The German rules also apply on-post.
Can I buy any scooter?
No — Only certain types of scooters approved by the Kraftfahrt Bundesamt, the German Federal Motor Transport Authority, are allowed on public streets. Double check before you
buy a scooter. You can find more information here: www.kba.
de.
Do I need an insurance?
Yes — An insurance sticker is mandatory. This sticker is
available at German insurance companies. The price is about
15 to 30 euros per year.
How fast can I drive?
The maximum speed of scooters is allowed which is 20 kilometers per hour (12.4 miles per hour).

Photo Credit: Syda Productions – stock.adobe.com

What are the traffic regulations? Do I need a drivers’ license?
There is no license required to drive the scooters, but there is
a minimum age of 14 years. Drivers younger than the age of 14
are not allowed to ride e-scooters on public streets.
Where can I drive?
E-scooters can be operated in designated bike lanes and bike
paths. Just in case these options aren’t available, the usage
of regular streets is allowed. E-scooters are strictly prohibited
on German highways (Autobahn). Pedestrian streets and sidewalks are also not allowed for e-scooter driving but it can
be pushed or carried. Scooters must be equipped with lights
since lights are mandatory at night times.
Is a helmet mandatory?
On German streets helmets are not mandatory but highly recommended. However, on Garrison installations the wearing
of a helmet is required.
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Can I bring it on buses and trains?
Most transportation companies in Germany agreed to transport street approved e-scooters. Scooters that can be folded
can be transported for free. Scooters that can’t be folded are
handled similar to bikes and an extra ticket must be bought.
What are the DUI rules?
The same DUI rules apply as driving a car. High fines and car
driving bans can be issued by the police if violated.
What are the fines?
• Driving on the Autobahn: 20 euros
• Driving without insurance sticker: 40 euros
• Driving without type approval: 70 euros
• Driving side-by-side: 15 – 30 euros
• Driving with two passengers: 10 euros
• Don’t indicate turning direction: 10 – 25 euros
• Driving on sidewalk: 55 – 100 euros
• DUIs: 250 – 1.500 euros
What about Segways, air wheels, hoverboards and eskateboards, pedelecs and s-pedelecs?
• Segways need to be insured like a small motorcycle. A
driver’s license is necessary.
• Airwheels, hoverboards and e-skateboards are generally
not allowed to drive on public roads.
• Pedelecs (bicycles with an electric motor up to 25 kilometers per hour) are allowed on public streets and don’t
require a license or insurance sticker.
• S-Pedelecs (bicycles with an electric motor up to 45 kilometers per hour) are allowed with insurance plate and
a moped license “AM”. A regular car license “B” also
covers S-Pedelecs.
Are there specific regulations on-post?
The same German wide rules apply on-post. Non-compliance
to the listed rules and regulations will be prosecuted on German roads and on-post:
In addition, please be in aware of following on-post:
• It’s prohibited to drive on the One Community Road with
an e-scooter.
• E-scooter Drivers are required to wear a helmet on USAGInstallations.

Bavariantimes

Cheat Sheet
Take a Photo of our
Cheat Sheet and share it

Maximum Speeds
Apply in Europe

In principle, the maximum speed indicated always applies.
The speed limits listed correspond to the general rules.

Country

Highway (Autobahn)

Expressway

Out of down

120 km/h | 74 mph

120 km/h | 74 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph (Wallonia)
70 km/h | 43 mph (Flanders)

Denmark

130 km/h | 80 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

France**

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

Great Britain

112 km/h | 70 mph

112 km/h | 70 mph

96 km/h | 60 mph

Italy**

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Ireland

120 km/h | 74 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

Croatia*

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Luxembourg

130 km/h | 80 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Netherlands

100 km/h | 62 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

Norway

100 km/h | 62 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

Austria

130 km/h | 80 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

100 km/h*** | 62 mph

Poland

140 km/h | 86 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Portugal

120 km/h | 74 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

Belgium

facebook.com/BavarianTimesMagazine
www.bavarian-times.com

Sweden

According to signs

Switzerland

120 km/h | 74 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

80 km/h | 49 mph

Slovakia

130 km/h | 80 mph

-

90 km/h | 55 mph

Slovenia

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Spain

120 km/h | 74 mph

100 km/h | 62 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Czech
Republic

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

Hungary

130 km/h | 80 mph

110 km/h | 68 mph

90 km/h | 55 mph

* Deviating regulations for novice drivers
** Different provisions for novice drivers in the first three years
and in bad weather/wet conditions.

Find more countries and more information about
fines in each country on ADAC.de (General German
Automobile Association). The countries listed here
also have specific regulations for novice drivers, for
example. Simply scan the QR code.

Source: ADAC, ÖAMTC; 2022 September
Illustration: K3Star - stock.adobe.com

Tip: Convert km/h to mps
Divide speed by 1.609 to get
approximate result.
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Cultural tips for
Germany and Europe
Selected tips, interesting information about people, country and culture can be found in our cultural tips
section. Some of the tips listed are taken from the Facebook fan page of U.S. Army Garrison
Bavaria. To see all garrison tips on Facebook, use hashtag #CulturalTips.

Tip

1

2

The "Dirndl Code"
Now that more and more Volksfests happen again you may see
lots of fest-goers wearing Bavaria's
traditional dress known as "Dirndl".
Remember, a woman's Dirndl knot
indicates her marital status, so
it's important to follow the "Dirndl
Code." There are hundreds of different dirndl styles, but just a few
ways to bind the knot:
1. Right side: Married, engaged,
in relationship or “taken”
2. Left side: Single
3. Back: Widowed or a waitress

Read more on Page 48

#CULTURALTIPS
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Schultuete
A "Schultuete" is a cone-shaped
package usually given to students
on their first day of first grade (but
this wonderful tradition can be adapted to any age). It can be filled
with sweets or more practical gifts
such as crayons,pencils, other
school supplies or small toys. They
can be bought or self-made. This
german tradition is already roughly
200 years old!

Tip

Tip

4

Bavaria flags
Did you know that Bavaria has two
official flags of equal status? One
with white and blue stripe and the
other with white and blue lozenges.
That is unique among the German
states! Either may be used by civilians and government offices, who
are free to choose between them.

Tip

Tip

3
4

Golden Street
Have you ever wondered about
the artwork on the transformer
building between Vilseck and
Freihung? The painting marks
an old important trade route named the "Golden Street" that goes
all the way from Nuremberg to
Prague. The painting on the transformer was done as part of the
650 anniversary of the "Golden
Street" in 2016. Nowadays it's a
popular bicycle and hiking route.
Fun Fact: To avoid road taxes
Kaiser Karl IV acquired the Upper
Palatinate through diverse tactics
(diplomacy, buying, marrying and
inheriting) in the mid 14th century.

5

Garbage
Germans are extremely environmentally conscious and separate
their garbage to facilitate recycling. If your neighbors spot you
throwing recyclable glass or paper into the regular garbage, your
relationship could be strained for
good.

Service

As soon a service member receives his or her
PCS orders, go to Military OneSource. That’s
where the Defense Personal Property System
is housed. The PCS and Military Moves landing
page on Military OneSource is located at www.
militaryonesource.mil/moving-housing/moving.
To get personalized PCS support from Military
OneSource, call 800-342-9647.

Europe’s BASOPS
transportation
director gives
PCS pro tips for
summer surge
KAISERSLAUTERN, Germany – The summer PCS season is
in full swing, and according to the top transportation official in
Europe there are lots of resources available for people planning their next permanent change of station move – the top two
being Military OneSource and the Army PCS Move app.
Bobby Hardaway is the director of Base Support Operations
Transportation, 405th Army Field Support Brigade. He and his
team handle all things transportation in Europe – from contract
oversight of 16 CWT SATO travel offices across the continent,
to managing inbound and outbound household goods shipments to and from Europe, to providing back office support
functions for personal property shipping, official travel services
and quality control disciplinary actions for Army communities
in Belgium, Germany, Italy, Poland, the Netherlands, and more
– Hardaway said they do it all.
According to Hardaway, as soon as a service member receives
his or her PCS orders, go to Military OneSource. That’s where
the Defense Personal Property System is housed, he said.
“There they’ll find a treasure trove of information on how to
prepare for their upcoming PCS move,” said Hardaway, “and
equally helpful is the Army PCS Move app, which can be used
on android devices or iPhones. Download the app for important PCS information as well as helpful videos on how to prepare yourself for your PCS move.”

Photo Credit: U.S. Army (2)

Military OneSource
To learn more about PCS moves at Military OneSource go the PCS and Military Moves landing page. To get personalized
PCS support from Military OneSource, call 800342-9647.

Army PCS Move App
The Army PCS Move app helps to educate and inform Soldiers,
Families, and Civilians on PCS moves, which can be stressful if
not properly prepared. But when equipped with the Army PCS
Move app, PCS season and moving can be less challenging,
according to the app site. Download the Army PCS Move app
for free at the Google Play Store or the Apple App Store.

Hardaway also said it’s critical that service members immediately make an appointment with their transportation office in
their community upon receiving their PCS orders.
“A lot of individuals are under the impression they must have a
copy of their leave form or clearing papers in order to make an
appointment at the transportation office, but all they really need
is their orders to make an appointment with the Personal Property Processing Office in their community,” said Hardaway.
Jack Seymour is a transportation assistant with BASOPS transportation in Kaiserslautern. He moved about 10 times in 20
years while he served in the military on active duty, he said.

“

"The Soldiers and their families
have a lot on their minds, and
there’s a lot of things going on
during their PCS moves. It’s much
easier if you have someone there to help out with the process.
The entire transportation team
is always here to help – the counselors, quality control specialists
and people like myself"
(Jack Seymour )

Another concern that Hardaway and his team are aware of this
summer is the unreliability of air travel and the possibility of
being stranded.
“My recommendation is the service member and the family
maintain constant contact with their servicing SATO office in
case of flight postponements or cancellations,” said Hardaway.
“Stay in contact with SATO for schedule changes and final
flights.”
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Service
The Army PCS Move app helps to educate and inform
Soldiers, Families, and Civilians on PCS moves, which
can be stressful if not properly prepared, but when
equipped with the Army PCS Move app, PCS season and
moving can be less challenging. Download the Army PCS
Move app for free at the Google Play Store or the Apple
App Store.

The 405th AFSB is assigned to U.S. Army Sustainment Command and under the operational control of the 21st Theater
Sustainment Command, U.S. Army Europe and Africa. The brigade is headquartered in Kaiserslautern, Germany, and provides materiel enterprise support to U.S. Forces throughout
Europe and Africa – providing theater sustainment logistics;
synchronizing acquisition, logistics and technology; and leveraging U.S. Army Materiel Command’s materiel enterprise to
support joint forces. For more information on the 405th AFSB,
visit the official website and the official Facebook site.

CWT SATO
If the CWT SATO office is closed because
it’s outside of normal business hours, service members and their families can receive
emergency travel assistance by calling 866576-4635 in the U.S., 0800-826-8960 in Germany, 800-870813 in Italy, 0800-72775 in Belgium,
0800-0224413 in Netherlands and 0500-893643
in the United Kingdom.
For a complete list of contact numbers
go HERE. For more information about CWT
SATO travel, go to the official CWT SATO website.

Photo Credit: U.S. Army and Exchange

Moving with pets introduces a whole new
set of challenges, said Hardaway, but once
more Military OneSource provides a lot of information and resources to help. According to
Military OneSource, when preparing for a military move, pets can add another layer of complexity, especially if moving overseas. Find out more by visiting the
Moving with Pets landing page.

BASOPS Transportation
With its consolidated Personal Property
Shipping Office and Official Travel Branch, BASOPS Trans is a field operating activity
under the 405th AFSB providing back office support functions for personal property shipping, official travel services and quality control disciplinary actions for Army communities in Europe.
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Is the Digital Garrison
App already in your phone?
The DG app integrates information from AAFES and two IMCOMoperated website networks! Digital
Garrison is a one-stop information
source for Army communities. The
app puts real-time information into
Soldiers’, families’, and civilians’
hands and keeps military communities connected, a key part of readiness and resiliency.
Search for Digital Garrison in app
stores now!

| by Cameron Porter, 405th AFSB Public Affairs Officer

Photo Credit: U.S. Army and Exchange

Ramstein Passenger Terminal
To check the Patriot Express flight schedule at Ramstein Air Base or other flights
arriving and departing Ramstein, as well as
useful travel information and quick links, go to
the Ramstein Air Base Passenger Terminal landing page.

Travel

Verona combines
history with
The arena of Verona is a well-preserved
Roman amphitheater in the historic
center of the Italian city of Verona. It is
a symbol of the Venetian city along with
the figures of Romeo and Juliet.

When Verona is mentioned, one automatically thinks of the
lovers Romeo and Juliet. The Italian city has achieved worldwide fame with its amphitheater, the Arena di Verona. But
there are also many romantic squares, alleys and impressive
sights. The largest lake in Italy, Lake Garda, is very close by.
The arena brings together almost twenty centuries of local
history and over time has become the city’s landmark. Its cult
has ancient origins. The Veronese are proud of this amphitheater and the fame it has had throughout the ages. This also
explains the constant efforts to preserve it and the diverse
and extensive restorations. The arena has always been used
primarily for events and performances of all kinds.
In Roman times, for example, gladiator fights took place here.
In the Middle Ages and up to the middle of the 18th century,
tournaments and competitions were held in the arena. In 1913
it was finally discovered for what it is today: the world's first
true and most important open-air theater for opera festivals.

Photo Credit: Renate Gradl (3)

The arena was built of massive blocks of marble in the first
century AD, i.e. between the end of the reign of Roman Emperor Augustus and the beginning of the reign of Roman Emperor Claudius. Among the monuments of this type, it is undoubtedly one of the best preserved. The circumference of the
present building is 391 meters. If the wing is included, even
435 meters. The amphitheater consists of three concentric
rings of walls: of the first outer ring, only the part commonly
called “Ala” (wing) has survived. The steps of the amphitheater are all made of Veronese marble. Today the arena is
embedded in the city center and forms part of the backdrop
of the Piazza Brà.
Giuseppe Verdi's opera “Aida” will be performed at the 100th
Arena di Verona Opera Festival in 2023. Of course, opera
fans can also look forward to “La Traviata,” “Nabucco,” “Rigoletto,” “Il Barbiere di Siviglia,” “Tosca” and more next year.
The flair in the arena is unique.
The Piazza Brà also offers numerous street cafés that invite
you to linger. At the same time, it is an ideal starting point for
a city tour to discover even more historical sights.

romance
Baywatch on Sylt: The
lifeguards in List ensure
safe bathing fun.

Anyone traveling to
Verona should know
the story of Romeo
and Juliet. Juliet's
parents' house is said
to be near the Piazza
della Erben and about
a 10 minute-walk from
the Arena di Verona.
Originally, the house
belonged to the Del
Cappello family and
was used as a hostel.
The balcony was
added later for the
tourists.

The famous balcony of Juliet
Juliet's parents' house is said to be just a ten-minute walk
from the Arena di Verona. Originally, the house belonged to
the Del Cappello family and was used as a hostel. The balcony was added later for the tourists. All you have to do is
follow the flag-waving tour guides and you'll get to Juliet's
balcony. The more advanced the day, the fuller it gets there. By the way, you can visit the balcony for free. However,
admission to the museum located there is subject to a charge. There is also a statue of Juliet in the courtyard. Traditionally, visitors touch Juliet's breasts because it is said that this
will bring good luck - or maybe not, because at the end of
Shakespeare's love story "Romeo and Juliet" there is death.
Julia's tomb is located in an old Capuchin monastery from the
13th century. In the crypt of the monastery, a stone staircase
leads to the uncovered sarcophagus in which, according to
historical tradition, Julia was buried.
| by Renate Gradl
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Summer vacation
made in South Tyrol

Photo Credit: djd/IDM Südtirol/KontraPixel/Jana Erb; djd/IDM Südtirol/Alex Filz; djd/IDM Südtirol/Henryk Berlet

(djd). Summer resorts were invented in South Tyrol: Locals
and vacationers have always been drawn from the cities to
the nearby lofty heights as soon as there is little shade in the
valley. More than a hundred years ago, the first passenger
cable car in Europe ran from Bolzano to Kohlern - the highest
mountain village in the municipality. Today, vacationers and hikers can get around much further with environmentally friendly public transport. The Rittner narrow-gauge railway and the
Rittner Horn mountain railway, for example, take you to a family-friendly leisurely hiking area with a breathtaking panorama.
Circular hiking trails of all levels of difficulty, inns and huts
with traditional South Tyrolean cuisine await at the top.
Hiking high above Bolzano and Merano
From Merano, one of the most modern mountain railways in
the Alps hovers in just a few minutes to the Merano 2000 skiing and hiking area, which lies high above the city like a natural sun terrace. Or hikers can take the Unterstell or Texelbahn
cable cars from the nearby Adige Valley directly to the Meraner Höhenweg hiking trail. This circular route leads through
Mediterranean and high-Alpine landscapes in five to eight
stages and is considered one of the most beautiful in the
Alps. Numerous excellent hiking trails can be found at www.
suedtirol.info, as well as mountain railways, huts and webcam
recordings from the towns or directly from the summit. On
the Unesco Geotrail, for example, hikers can experience how
the fascinating rocky peaks of the Dolomites developed over
millions of years from a tropical sea with atolls, volcanoes
and coral reefs. The Ortler Höhenweg trail around the Stelvio
National Park is a high-altitude route with seven demanding
stages for experienced mountain hikers. And the new HochTirol-Trail connects the Rieserferner-Ahrn Nature Park with
the Hohe Tauern National Park in three steep stages.
New hut architecture
At the most beautiful resting and vantage points in the mountain huts, fresh regional specialties are served, including
cheese or bacon dumplings and Kaiserschmarrn. In addition
to down-to-earth South Tyrolean cuisine, the huts also offer
interesting new gastronomic trends that may surprise urban
gourmets. The architecture of some of the new huts is unexpectedly futuristic: the Santner Pass hut in the heart of the
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City trips with mountain
connections, stage tours and
state-of-the-art hut magic
Dolomites itself is reminiscent of a mountain peak. It opens
up a breathtaking view of the Brenta Group, the Ortler mountain and the Alps. During the renovation of the Tschafon hut
at the foot of the oldest South Tyrolean nature park SchlernRosengarten as well as at the new shelter Stettiner Hütte on
the Meraner Höhenweg, great importance was attached to
sustainability, natural materials and the preservation of the
atmosphere.

travel

Biosphere area Swabian Alb:
Spectacular views and
premium hiking trails
In the Swabian Alb UNESCO
biosphere reserve, hikers will find
numerous vantage points, featured
here the view of the Lauter valley
from Hohengundelfingen Castle.

(djd). According to the Statista online portal, landscape and nature are the most important criteria for hikers when choosing
a hiking region. All the better when these impressions are as
diverse as in the Swabian Alb UNESCO biosphere reserve and
when great vantage points make the area tangible. Castles, towers and viewing platforms offer day-vacationers panoramic views
of the cultural landscape that is worthy of protection. You come
up on natural and scenically varied paths. A total of 21 certified
circular tours are presented on the website www.hochgehberge.
de, here is a selection for "going up and coming down."

Premium route to the observation tower Hohe
Warte
125 steps take hikers to the 23 meter high observation tower Hohe Warte south of Metzingen. The view far across the
Swabian Alb and down into the Erms valley with its meadow
orchards and colorful vineyards creates a feeling of freedom.
For all those who get hungry on the 14-kilometer circular hike:
There are plenty of places to stop and have a barbecue - for
example at the Eninger Weide hiking center or the barbecue
area near the Olgafelsen.
Place of longing: Beurener Fels
A real place of longing is also the Beurener Fels, a rock formation with a magnificent view of Hohenneuffen Castle, the community of Beuren and far into the Neckar Valley. The round trip
"high up" leads up to panoramic enjoyment - and offers additional highlights such as the Heidengraben - the largest Celtic
oppidum - as well as the Albtrauf and its hillside gorge forests.

The Beurener Fels
offers hikers a great
view of Hohenneuffen
Castle, the municipality of Beuren and far
into the Neckar Valley.

Wide views along the Albtrauf
One of the top hiking destinations in the region is the 28 meter
high Roßberg Tower. Those who "fight up" the premium trail
with demanding switchbacks over the Roßfeld to the Roßberg
mountain will get an idea of where the name comes from. As a
reward, you will get to enjoy a view that is hard to beat and a
stop at the Roßberghaus hiking hostel.
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A popular hiking destination in the region is
Teck Castle. Here you
can also take a little
break.

Summit castle with a spectacular view
One of the popular hiking destinations in the region is Teck
Castle south of the town of Kirchheim unter Teck, which leisure hikers can reach on the tour called "hochgehadelt." The
castle is located on the Teckberg, which opens up a fantastic
panoramic view of the Albvorland region to Stuttgart, the Kaiserberg mountains and Hohenneuffen Castle, one of the largest
fortifications in southern Germany. Those who have mastered
the ascent can strengthen themselves with Swabian specialties
in the castle restaurant before heading to other beautiful vantage points such as the Breitenstein rock plateau.

travel

The heart of the Hirschhof is the Guts & Glory,
recently voted “Germany's most beautiful bar” by
the Munich-based Callwey publishing house.

There are more adventure tips at www.karlsruhe-erleben.de.

Tip 2:

Experience,
enjoy and
discover the
fan-shaped city

Tip 3: Wellness experience

Getaway: Five tips for a
fall trip to Karlsruhe

(djd). As a lively culture and shopping city, Karlsruhe is a worthwhile destination all year round. In the fall, however, the Baden
region metropolis shows itself from a particularly attractive side,
inviting you to Indian Summer, festivals and much more. Short
vacationers shouldn't miss out on these activities.

Tip 1: "Indian Summer" feeling in the fan-shaped city

For many guests, the Karlsruhe Palace, which today houses the
Baden State Museum - and from which the streets and paths fan
out - is the absolute highlight. In the fall, when the trees around
the Schlossgarten lake and along the fan-shaped streets slowly
change color, the area is particularly beautiful. Visitors have the
best view of the color spectacle from the tower of the castle. The
165 steps to climb to the observation deck are well worth the effort.
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Enjoyment in the Hirschhof
A bit hidden between Hirschstraße and Douglasstraße is the culinary insider tip of the fan-shaped city: the Hirschhof. In the cool
backyard ambience, one culinary temple follows the other. The
centerpiece is the Guts & Glory, recently voted “Germany's most
beautiful bar” by the Munich-based Callwey publishing house.

For relaxation, go to the spacious sauna area in the Europabad
Karlsruhe. The Excalibur sauna invites you on a special journey
into the Middle Ages. As knights and damsels of the infusion round,
you can sweat together with King Arthur in a majestic atmosphere
with torch-like wall lights and a chandelier above the sauna oven.

Tip 4:

Street food, art and more at the Pyramids Market
The heart of Karlsruhe is the market square with its roughly seven
meter high pyramid made of red sandstone. In addition to the daily
flower market, the pyramid market has been taking place there every Saturday since 2022 - with a mix of weekly market, street food,
arts and crafts market and a colorful cultural program.

Tip 5:Alter Schlachthof creative park with the Tollhaus

Are you interested in special kinds of art? Then off to the Alter
Schlachthof creative park. There you will find artist collectives, studio communities, classic craftsmen, cafés, restaurants and much
more. The largest cultural center in the region, the Tollhaus, has
settled in the former cattle market hall and offers an attractive program of comedy, dance, world music, jazz and festivals. One of the
highlights will be the international Atoll Festival for contemporary
circus arts from Sept. 15 - 25, 2022.
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In the fall, Karlsruhe shows itself from a
particularly attractive side.
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Karlovy Vary –

		
sights & tips for a weekend
Karlovy Vary is one of the most famous and beautiful spa towns
in the world. Thanks to its thermal springs, the city is also one of
the most popular tourist destinations in the Czech Republic. Even
today, most people travel to the traditional spa town to undergo
treatment in one of the town's beautiful spa facilities. But Karlovy
Vary has much more to offer.
Karlovy Vary is one of the oldest spas in the Czech Republic
and was therefore a popular destination for numerous celebrities
such as Beethoven, Kafka and Freud. Benefitting from the healing
powers of the sulphurous waters said to emanate from the Vary
springs, they built impressive residences in the city, which served as their summer retreats. These beautiful Art Nouveau buildings still adorn the entire city and, along with the majestic colonnades, are one of the highlights of the sophisticated spa. But
not only architecture in the style of confectioners can be admired
in Karlovy Vary. You should definitely try the famous Karlovy Vary
wafers, try the popular and famous Becherovka herbal liqueur
in the Becherovka Jan Becher Museum, explore the spa town's
churches and enjoy the view from the Diana Tower.
All tips for the most beautiful sights in Karlovy Vary, places worth
seeing in the area and insider tips for the sophisticated spa can
be found in the following article.
Where is Karlovy Vary located?
The spa town of Karlovy Vary is located in the west of the Czech
Republic at the confluence of the Teplá and Eger rivers. The
Czech town in western Bohemia is one of the most famous and
traditional spa towns in the world. Together with the spa towns of
Františkovy Lázně and Mariánské Lázně, Karlovy Vary forms the
West Bohemian Spa Triangle.
Since 2021, Karlovy Vary has also been part of the UNESCO
World Heritage list of important spa towns in Europe, along with
ten other spa towns.

List of top 10 sights in Karlovy Vary
• Becherovka Jan Becher Museum
• Church of St. Mary Magdalene
• Church of St. Peter and Paul
• Diana Tower
• The Hirschensprung observation deck
• Stará Louka
• Hot Spring Colonnade
• Mill Well Colonnade
• Market Colonnade
• Park Colonnade

The most beautiful
sights in Karlovy Vary

Three mineral springs,

the Charles IV Spring, the
The promenade
Lower Castle Spring and
Stará Louka
the Market Spring gush in
the wooden colonnade built
The Stará Louka (in Engin 1883.
lish Old Meadow), the famous promenade on the
northern bank of the Teplá, is the sight in Karlovy Vary. Beautiful magnificent Art Nouveau houses line the street and its extension Lázeňská ulice.
Wooded hills rise behind them and so the road makes a perfect
photo opportunity. The magnificent Art Nouveau buildings are
also home to many nice little restaurants, cafés, luxury shops
and chic hotels, such as the Grand Hotel Pupp, which was
once the location for the James Bond movie Casino Royale.

The Hot Spring Colonnade
The Hot Spring Colonnade in the spa center on the Teplá River
is probably the most famous of the twelve springs in Karlovy
Vary. Once upon a time there were only small pavilions above

A traditional and very
popular dessert are Karlovy
Vary wafers with chocolate,
hazelnut and vanilla flavors.
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Discover the famous
Czech herbal liqueur
and its history in the Jan
Becher Museum. Only two
people know the mysterious recipe, but the liqueur
is made from Karlovy Vary
water and herbs that grow
near Karlovy Vary.

the hot spring. Today a massive modern concrete building rises
above the source. Not necessarily pretty, but, as is well known,
one can argue about taste.
A water fountain around twelve meters high and 72 degrees
hot has been coming out of the hot spring since the 16th century. In addition to the geyser of the hot springs, there are five
spring vases from which the mineral water comes out at different drinkable temperatures, because the water from the hot
springs is mainly used for drinking cures but also for medicinal
baths. The medicinal water is said to be good for disorders of
the digestive system, obesity, periodontal disease, diabetes,
diseases of the musculoskeletal system, but also many other
diseases. If you would like to taste the water or maybe
even do a drinking cure, you should definitely buy
a Karlovy Vary drinking cup, the typical vessel from
which the healing water is drunk. But be careful, the
water is not really tasty.

The Mill Well Colonnade
You will find other healing pools with water from five
mineral springs (Mill Well, Rusalka Spring, Prince
Wenceslas Spring, Libusa Spring and Rock Spring)
in the gallery of the Mill Well Colonnade, which was
built in 1881 in Neo-Renaissance style. At 132 meters
long, it is the largest of the Karlovy Vary colonnades
and, as many say, the most beautiful colonnade. The
124 Corinthian columns that support the roof and the
attic with the twelve allegorical sandstone statues,
which symbolize the twelve months of the year, are
particularly worth seeing.
Address: Mlýnské nábřží 468/1, Karlovy Vary

The Hot Spring Colonnade
in the spa center on the
Teplá river.
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The Market Colonnade
The white market colonnade, decorated with lavish carvings, is moderately frequented compared to the other
colonnades, but is still worth seeing. As the name might
suggest, it is located right in the center of Karlovy Vary
in the area of the historical market square, where the
town hall once stood. Three other mineral springs (the
Charles IV Spring, the Lower Castle Fountain and the
Market Spring) bubble up in the wooden colonnade,
which was built in 1883 in the Swiss style by the wellknown architecture firm Fellner & Helmer from Vienna.
But even if you've had enough of the disgusting-tasting
water by now, it's still worth a visit. The market colonnade, behind which the old castle tower rises, is a great
photo opportunity.
Address: Tržiště, 360 01 Karlovy Vary

Photo Credit: ronstik | Tatyana A. - tataks | andrzej2012 | vodolej | Dietmar – stock.adobe.com

Address: 2, Divadelní nám. 2036, 360 01 Karlovy
Vary

Travel

Karlovy Vary from the
bird's eye view. When the
sky is clear, you can not
only see Karlovy Vary from
here, but also the Ore
Mountains in Germany, the
Doupau Mountains or the
Kaiserwald forest (Czech:
Slavkovský les).

The Park Colonnade in Dvořák Park Where
A park was laid out as early as 1878 where Dvořák Park is
located today and the magnificent cast-iron park colonnades
were also built at that time. They once formed the eastern part
of the Blansko Pavilion which was later demolished. The Karlovy Vary City Park has also been redesigned over the years.
Strolling under the shady trees or sitting by the picturesque
little pond has only been possible since 1974. At that time, the
city park was given its current name, Dvořák Park, in honor of
the famous Czech composer Antonín Dvořák.
The Becherovka Jan Becher Museum
Karlovy Vary is best known for its twelve natural thermal
springs. The 13th spring is the Becherovka for the Czechs. To
learn more about the famous Karlovy Vary herbal liqueur and
its inventor Jan Becher, visit the Becherovka Jan Becher Museum. The museum is located in the original Becherovka factory and in the former Becherovka pharmacy, where the bitter
herbal liqueur was actually created in 1807 as a remedy. But
the traditional herbal liqueur in the small green bottles has long
been known and loved far beyond the borders of Karlovy Vary
and the Czech Republic.
In the Becherovka Jan Becher Museum you can learn more
about the 200-year eventful history of the liqueur and of course
about its production during a guided tour with an audio guide.
You can also visit the old cellar rooms and the original bottling
of the cup liqueur. As is well known, the best comes last and so
at the end of your visit to the museum you will of course also
get to taste a Becherovka at the museum bar.

Photo Credit: Aliaksandr – stock.adobe.com

Address: T.G. Masaryka 282/57, 360 01 Karlovy Vary
The Diana Tower
It is said that "if you haven't been to the Diana lookout tower, you haven't seen Karlovy Vary." Everyone can decide for
themselves whether this is the case. In any case, it is worth
visiting the tower. The cable car, which has been running from
the valley station right next to the Grand hotel Pupp through the
Kurwald forest for more than 100 years, takes you high up to
the Diana Tower.
At the top you have to climb 150 steps or simply take the elevator to reach the tower passage of the Diana Tower at a height of
35 meters and then you can enjoy the breathtaking panoramic
view over the historic center of Karlovy Vary, the peaks of the
Ore Mountains, the Kaiserwald forest and the spa forests.

Cost: Admission to the Diana lookout tower is free. During the
main season from May 1 through Sept. 30, ticket costs for the
cable car are
Persons older than 15 | 100 CZK (one-way) | 150 CZK (return
ticket)
Kids 6-15 years |50 CZK (one-way) | 80 CZK (return ticket)
Family ticket (parents + 2 kids) | 200 CZK (one-way) | 300
CZK (return ticket)
100 CZK are about $4.
A full listing of the ticket costs can be
found at https://dianakv.cz/en/funiculardiana-observation-tower-karlovy-vary
The Hirschsprung observation deck
Instead of taking the cable car back to the city, you can take a
walk through the Kurwald forest. On this walk you can enjoy nature, but the path also takes you past numerous pretty vantage
points. On the one hand, there is the minaret-like lookout tower
of Charles IV, which is considered to be the oldest lookout
tower in Karlovy Vary. The view from the wooden observation
pavilion Hirschsprung is also beautiful and the sculpture of a
chamois on the rock needle next to it watches over it.
If you don't feel like walking through the forest, you can also
take the cable car to the Hirschsprung intermediate station.
From there it is only a few meters to the viewing platform.
Tips: Eating & drinking in Karlovy Vary
Republica Coffee
You can sit in a stylish ambience in the hip Republica Coffee.
They also serve a very tasty breakfast and an excellent cappuccino. The homemade cakes are also excellent.
Address: T.G. Masaryka 894, 360 01 Karlovy Vary
Grand Café Septime
Grand Café Septime is a quiet green oasis right on the banks
of the Teplá river. You can sit comfortably at the small tables,
on one of the inviting sofas or in the beautiful hanging chairs
and enjoy a beer, homemade lemonade, a coffee or delicious
cocktails and long drinks. There are also delicious homemade
cakes here.
Address: Dvořákovy Sady, 360 01 Karlovy Vary

| by Editor
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Meet Bavaria

Cycling in
the Fichtelgebirge
Mountain Range
Whether leisurely with a touring
bike or with an adrenaline rush on a
mountain bike, BMX or racing bike,
the Fichtelgebirge mountain range
has a lot to offer

Geographers like to describe the landscape of the Fichtelgebirge
mountain range as a "stone horseshoe." Together, the granite
ridges actually form the shape of a horseshoe, open to the east.
The topographical conditions with many steep climbs and rapid
descents make the region the ideal starting point for demanding
cyclists, whether on a touring bike, racing bike or mountain bike.
Thanks to the well-developed infrastructure with numerous e-bike
rental stations and shuttle buses for bridging steep passages, the
region is also ideal for beginners and leisure cyclists.

Some tips & facts about
the Fichtelgebirge
• reachable in just 30 miles or 45
minutes from Grafenwoehr by car
• the Egronet ticket is valid on all
buses and trains in the region
• approximately 745 miles of bike
trails and tours
• a 150-mile mountain bike network

Active vacationers experience history in the truest sense of the
word on the Bavaria-Bohemia bridge cycle path along old railway lines between Tröstau and Asch in the Czech Republic. The
cross-border cycle path is 56 kilometers long and connected to
the Main Cycle Path and the Wallenstein Cycle Path. The cycle
path owes its name to the 15 bridges which it crosses and the
fact that it bridges the German-Czech border. Cyclists get to know
geological, zoological and botanical peculiarities of the region on
their tour. The Sechsämterland (six-office country) cycle path offers a varied, around 100-kilometer-long circular tour through the
historic six-office country with its romantic valleys, villages rich in
porcelain and refreshing lakes.
Active vacationers can also cycle on special themed trails following the footsteps of the four Main river springs: Saxon Saale, Eger,
Weißer Main and Fichtelnaab. On the Fichtelnaab cycle path, for
example, they follow the river from its source in Bischofsgrün in
the heights of the Fichtelgebirge for 56 kilometers through old
continents and vanished oceans to the GEO center in Windischeschenbach. The Weißmain spring also has its source in Bischofsgrün. From there, the Main Cycle Path leads mostly down the
valley past romantic half-timbered houses in Bad Berneck and
margravial splendor in Kulmbach.
Thanks to its low gradients, the Eger cycle path is particularly
suitable for families. Starting at the source of the Eger river, if the
weather is suitable, water fans can take a bathing break at the
Weißenstädter Lake before continuing their tour to Hohenberg
Continued on page 46
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With the touring bike
Active vacationers can explore the region on numerous bike
tours of varying degrees of difficulty. As the classic among the
bike tours and named after a typical Fichtelgebirge flower, the
"Siebensterntour" leads past many historical and cultural sights
and provides varied insights into the diversity of the Fichtelgebirge mountains over 155 kilometers in three daily stages.

Thank you for your trust
- The Möbelhof has received several awards
These awards, which reﬂect the success story, make the company proud and grateful to its loyal customers
who place so much trust in Möbelhof.
Fair and square
As in previous years, the Möbelhof
was again able to convince and received several notable awards. First and
foremost, the „Honest Dealer“ seal.
But what does honesty mean in the
context of a furniture store?
The 5 rules of the
„Honest Dealer“
Anyone who is designated as an „honest retailer“ must ﬁrstly have their
honest dealings conﬁrmed by customers and secondly demonstrate a
sufﬁciently high level of customer approval with regard to ﬁve „normative“
rules of conduct. Simply asking customers whether a retailer is „honest“
is not enough. For this reason, additional behavior-related criteria are included in the study, which form the
ﬁve golden rules:

// Prices and costs are
transparent
// Statements made are reliable
// Information is complete
// Promised services are met
// Mistakes are admitted
And this is where the Möbelhof
scores. All ﬁve rules are adhered to
and have been positively evaluated.
Price and product champions
But this is not the only seal. The Möbelhof can also boast two further
awards from the WELT. The „Price
Champion“ and the „ProductChampion“ in customer enthusiasm
have been awarded.

We remain true to ourselves and always fair, transparent and responsible in pricing. For you and the future!“
says Martin Stephan - Managing Director of the Möbelhof.
The customer is king
Service - without ifs and buts!
And to top it off, the furniture store
has also been awarded the „TOP Customer Service“ seal. No
matter what concern
you have, a solution is
always found! The
Möbelhof employees
give their all every day
to make every single
customer happy. That
is why the services extend far beyond
the purchase of furniture. But see for
yourself....

Möbelhof Parsberg
Lindlbergstraße 26 // 92331 Parsberg
Mo.-Fr.: 9.30 a.m.-7.00 p.m.
Sa.: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Source: Service Value, ehrlicher-haendler.de

www.moebelhof.de
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The Möbelhof has been awarded
the „Honest Dealer“ seal.
As an „honest dealer“ the Möbelhof
was awarded for transparency,
trustworthiness, completeness
and reliability.
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Tip #1: Komoot

an der Eger. The more than 400 km long Saale cycle path
also has its origins in the Fichtelgebirge and leads from the
source of the Saale river in Zell via Hof into Thuringia.

App & Website. The
tour suggestions are
based on thousands
of activities that
other users have
done with komoot.

Bizarre granite rocks await cyclists on the almost continuously
asphalted Steinwald cycle path through the Steinwald nature
park. A culinary highlight awaits you with the Zoigl beer, an Upper Palatinate specialty that is served in many restaurants in this
part of the region.

With the mountain bike
With its forest and rocky landscape, the Fichtelgebirge mountain
range is an Eldorado for mountain bikers of all skill levels. On
the mountain bike tours, bikers can look forward to an attractively developed mountain bike network with a total length of 240
kilometers. The routes lead on three to eight hour tours to the
Großer Waldstein, the Schneeberg and the Kösseine mountains
or through the Steinwald. Mountain cyclists will find a diverse
network of routes across forests and hills with slight to extreme
gradients.
A special attraction for mountain bikers is the Single Trail Freeride on the Ochsenkopf mountain. The BikePark at Bullhead
House offers a 2.3 kilometer downhill track
that is suitable for both
professional mountain
bikers and less experienced riders. Numerous rock, root and
stone passages - typical
for the Fichtelgebirge

The impressive panorama
of the Alps and Lake Constance opens up behind the
well-known Lindau harbor
entrance with the Bavarian
lion and the white lighthouse. On the promenade,
which is considered to be
the most beautiful on Lake
Constance, you can watch
the maritime activities in
the harbor from one of the
many cafés.

• November, 2022
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kopf Mountain. Tour
suggestions for
mountain bike tours
with the family or
downhill tours down
the Ochsenkopf.

In order to further
expand its status as
a top bike region in
the future, plans are
underway for another
interactive mountain
bike center in the
Fichtelgebirge mountains, which is to be
built on the Kornberg mountain. The
planned base camp
with new trails, its
own bike school and
transport options for
mountain bikes is intended to offer children
and adults an attractive long-term alternative to snow-dependent
ski tourism.
With the BMX bike
The Fichtelgebirge mountain range is now known as a top region
in the biker scene and, in addition to amateur athletes, some of
the best BMX bikers train here regularly for major competitions.
BMX riders of all skill levels meet in the RadQuartier in Kirchenlamitz. The facilities - pump track, trails, bike park or roller sports
and skateboard park - attract BMX riders, skateboarders and
tramp bikers from all over Germany and around the world.
The excellent conditions of the modern and innovative multi-sport
facility have made it a topic of discussion as a possible Olympic
training base. However, extreme athletes and freestylers from all
over Europe are already being drawn to the RadQuartier’s event
highlights, such as the Trick it! Contest, the Transition Masters or
the Trampbike World Championship.
With the racing bike
Dense spruce forests and exciting places combined with steep
climbs and fast descents - the new road bike network in the
Fichtelgebirge mountain offers athletes the best conditions. On
a total of twelve half-day and day tours, active vacationers can
experience the entire low mountain range in completely new
ways. And since there is only little traffic on the roads, the athletes practically have them to themselves. The tours lead cyclists
through a variety of landscapes: from meadows with far-reaching
views to spectacular rock formations and mystical moorlands –
cultural and culinary highlights included.

ficulty, can be linked in different variants and lead the cyclists to the neighboring Franconian Forest, the Vogtland
and the neighboring Czech Republic. Thanks to the varied
profile with a successful mix of challenging climbs and relaxing descents, both beginners and ambitious cyclists will find the
right tours here.
Matching the new route network, there is a separate set of maps
with the twelve individual tours and an overall map. In addition to
directions, you will also find useful tips for short and long stops
and excursions along the route. For example, those interested
can immerse themselves in the art of Franconian brewing, take a
break in one of the climatic health resorts or admire the fabulous
palace and castle architecture.
Bike rental & public transport
At e-bike rental stations and guiding companies throughout the
region, those interested can try out the electric version of bicycles and mountain bikes and experienced e-bikers can test
the latest models. Thanks to a delivery and collection service,
renting is also very easy and can conveniently be done directly
from any accommodation. In addition, the bikers are completely
self-sufficient thanks to a practical charging cable and, thus, can
also go on multi-day tours beyond the borders of the region.
Anyone who goes on vacation in foreign regions and wants to
use public transport often has to struggle through an almost impenetrable jungle of tariffs. The Fichtelgebirge region makes it
easy for its guests: The Egronet ticket is valid on all buses and
trains in the region. Multi-purpose compartments are available
for cyclists on the trains of all railway companies. With the bicycle bus network Fichtelgebirge-Mobil, active vacationers and
their bikes can also travel easily, inexpensively and flexibly to all
routes around Ochsenkopf & Co. This allows bikers to explore
the entire region using only public transport and their bike. In
addition, the bus network with bicycle transport supports the
idea of sustainability in tourism and at the same time makes it
easier for vacationers to get from A to B quickly, cheaply and
comfortably.
| by Editor
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Tip #2: Ochsen-

mountains - are built
into the alternating
steep and flat passages and offer pure
thrills. The technical
parcours at the lower
section of the site
serves as an introduction for beginners
and for experienced
drivers to refine their
techniques.

Hikes around USAG Bavaria
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Each month, the USAG Bavaria
Environmental Division hosts a monthly Get Into Nature! hike.
The purpose of these hikes is to encourage members of the
USAG Bavaria community to explore the natural world around
us, and learn more about hiking etiquette and sustainability
practices. Location indicators are placed on the suggested
parking location for that hike.
*Please note the USAG Bavaria Environmental Division holds no
responsibility for any injuries or damages which occur during
the hike. These locations are provided by recommendation only,
and no endorsements have been made.

The specially designed route network has a length of around
1,200 kilometers and consists of twelve individual tours of 37
to 127 kilometers. These are categorized into three levels of dif-

Scan me! Find hiking trails in the area on
Google Maps, with further information i.e. about
the Distance, Duration, GPS Coordinates and
much more. Tip: Follow the USAG Bavaria Environmental Division Facebook Page.
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Worn LEFT There’s a wonderful
rule of thumb: “Bow
left brings luck!"
This means that the
wearer of the Dirndl
is single and not
in a relationship.
Flirting is allowed

Things you didn’t know:

How to tie
a Dirndl bow:
Left or right ?

Whenever women put on a dirndl, the question comes up on
which side to tie the bow and its meaning. If you do not know
anything about the Bavarian tradition of tying, you might end up
wearing it on the wrong side. Since the bow is an indicator of
the marital status of the woman wearing it, confusion is easily
created.
Flirting is especially popular at the Oktoberfest and a wrong
signal can quickly lead to becoming a wallflower. however, the
opposite can occur as well and can be a nuisance, especially
for those who are newly married. Therefore, the bow should definitely be worn in the right place.

Photo Credit: Christian - stock.adobe.com

Dirndl Bow - Worn LEFT
There’s a wonderful rule of thumb: “Bow left brings luck!" This
means that the wearer of the Dirndl is single and not in a relationship. Flirting is allowed. Wearing the bow left is a clear indicator
for men that the woman is available.

However, nowadays you see mainly little kids were their bows
tied front center since most women do not wish to share that
type of personal information with the public.
Nevertheless, in strictly catholic regions you might once in a
while actually see a young adult woman wear the bow tied that
way. If you flirt with such a lady, you might find yourself in front
of the altar quicker than you think.
If you do not want to risk that, stay away from bows worn front
center.
How to properly tie a Dirndl bow:
The actual tying of the bow isn’t that difficult. It’s important that
both loops look neat and clean. This includes that both loops
are equal. The most important thing about a perfect Dirndl bow
is the knot:
•

Dirndl Bow - Worn RIGHT
The rule of thumb here is "Bow right is bad." It means the lady
is either married, engaged or in a relationship. If you start flirting
with her, you might be in trouble. So if you do not want to risk a
black eye, don’t flirt with that lady. Bow right -> Hands off!
Dirndl Bow - Worn FRONT CENTER
Here, you could get the impression that the wearer is undecided
regarding her relationship status. However, tradition dictates that
virgins wear the bow that way.

•
•

When tying the knot, hold the ribbons so they’re flat. The left
ribbon is held below the right ribbon.
Then the left ribbon is formed into a loop and the right ribbon put across it.
Then put the upper ribbon from behind through the loop
and carefully form a second loop.

You can tie and vary the size of the knot as you like.

| by Editor
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From panzanella to tortellini
salad: delicious salad ideas
with aromatic tomatoes

food & drinks

This is the taste of
(djd). Cucina italiana is in demand and it is not for nothing that
it is one of the most popular cuisines in the world. Whether Insalata Caprese, Bruschetta, Pizza Napoli or Penne all'arrabbiata:
It's often the simple dishes that provide special moments of pleasure. The quality of the ingredients is all the more important.
High-quality, cold-pressed olive oil, fresh herbs and, above all,
sun-ripened, aromatic tomatoes play a major role.

Sun-ripened tomatoes
from the Parma region
Hardly any Italian recipe can do without the "red gold." The sunripened tomatoes from the northern Italian region of Parma taste
particularly aromatic and intense, as in the products from Oro
di Parma. They are grown there, ripen under the Italian sun and
are carefully processed on site immediately after the harvest and
brought to Germany on a sustainable transport route. The company offers a wide range of processed tomatoes and original
Italian products. In this way, amateur chefs can find the right
ingredient for every dish. There are tomato-related cooking secrets and delicious recipes to download - also for salad fans - at
www.orodiparma.de. For example, panzanella, an Italian bread
salad with pine nuts and basil, and a fusilli salad with cherry
tomatoes, parmesan and carrot green dressing are perfect for
any buffet or barbecue. A crunchy green salad with pesto verde
dressing is also quickly prepared or this tortellini salad with tomatoes and arugula.

Aromatic tomatoes play a major role
in the Italian cuisine - and this tortellini salad should not be missing either.

Vacation feeling on the plate:

tortellini salad
Ingredients for 2 - 4 servings:
• 500g tortellini
• 2 tablespoons Oro d'Italia Pesto Rosso
• 150 g cherry tomatoes
• 80 grams of walnuts
• 100 g arugula

For the tortellini salad, first boil the tortellini in
salted water according to package directions.
If they float to the surface, they're done. Roast
the walnuts in a pan without oil. Then wash the
arugula and cut it into bite-sized pieces. Wash
and halve the cherry tomatoes as well. Then
mix all the ingredients together with the pesto
- and the tortellini salad is ready! It tastes best
when left to steep for a few hours or overnight.
Buon Appetito!
(Source of the recipe: orodiparma.de)
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Preparation:

food & Drinks

A delicious fall
dish: The potato
and pumpkin hash
browns go well with
a spicy sour cream.

Using ready-tocook hash browns
saves you from the
time-consuming
peeling and grating
of potatoes and
pumpkin.

Potato likes
pumpkin
Delicious and quick
from the fall kitchen:
Hash browns with dip

Photo Credit: djd/Kartoffelmanufaktur Pahmeyer (2)

(djd). Fall brings us a variety of local fruits and vegetables that
are full of vitamins and nutrients. Root vegetables, pumpkins,
potatoes and many more come fresh from the field and are an
integral part of the plate. They form the basis for wonderfully
delicious soups, casseroles, vegetarian dishes and much more.

Enjoyment without much effort
A delicious fall dish, for example, is potato and pumpkin hash
browns, which go well with a spicy sour cream. If you want to
save yourself the hassle of peeling, cutting and grating potatoes and pumpkin, you can use ready-to-cook hash browns. The
finely seasoned potato and pumpkin hash browns are quick to
prepare in the pan or in the oven. They taste best warm, but
are also delicious cold. So you can take them to the office for
a lunchtime snack the next day. All of the supplier's products
are one hundred percent climate-neutral, free from preservatives and flavor enhancers. The potato factory relies on regional
products and home-grown potatoes.

BräuWirt Restaurant and Brewery in Weiden‘s Old Town!
Tradit
Traditional
dishes and typical Bavarian specialties served fresh
from
fr
om the kitchen. The brewery offers high-quality, home-made
Zoigl be
beers, brewed following the Bavarian purity requirements.
Visit us at the BräuWirt!

Recipe tip:

Potato and pumpkin
hash browns
with bell pepper sour
cream dip
Ingredients for 2 to 3 people:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 x 300 g potato and pumpkin hash browns
250 g sour cream
1 tsp sweet bell pepper spice
1/2 clove of garlic
Salt and pepper to taste
diced yellow bell peppers and pink pepper to garnish

Preparation:
Roast the potato-pumpkin hash browns either in a pan or
in the oven according to the package instructions. Prepare
the dip at the same time: press the garlic or cut it into small
pieces. Place the sour cream in a bowl, add the spices and
garlic. Decorate with some ground red pepper and diced
yellow bell peppers. Arrange the potato and pumpkin hash
browns on plates and serve with the sour cream.

Tip: The potato and pumpkin
hash browns taste just as good
with herb sour cream, crisp salad and smoked salmon.
If you like, you can also prepare
the hash browns au gratin with
aromatic mountain cheese.
Bavarian Times | 50
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Maximum service and optimal safety
Lell car dealership offers dependable service for your BMW in the Oberpfalz region
The Lell car dealership has been an authorized BMW dealer since 1982. At the
time the youngest authorized BMW dealer, J.B. Lell founded his business as
a small company, run by its proprietor.
Over the past 30 years, it quickly became an established point of contact in
the northern Oberpfalz region. Today,
there are Lell dealerships in six locations with more than 200 employees,
four of them are BMW dealerships in
the Oberpfalz and Upper Franconia
re gions. BMW and Mini dealerships
are located in Schwandorf, Wunsiedel,
Kümmersbruck and Weiden.

Just recently, the company was recognized for its excellent BMW repair
services. All service pro cesses were
evaluated ranging from making an appointment, providing customer service
to repair services. The Lell team achieved the amazing score of 99 percent.
Customer service and customer wishes are the number one priority at
all Lell car dealerships. Lell‘s unique
promise to the customer is to be fully committed to serving its customers
while constantly optimizing its services.
Lell car dealerships stand out because
of their excellent service, customer-

sion, until your car is ready, or, if it‘s
just a short repair, you wait at the car
dealership while enjoying a coffee and
free Wi-Fi access.

oriented consulting, professionalism,
dependability and customer trust. Our
highly qualified employees always
use the latest diagnostic and repair
techniques for the maintenance and
repair of your vehicle. Whether it is
Smart Repair, rim repair or a complete
make-over of your car to include tinting
the windows: Lell‘s service team provides fair service combined with high
expertise. lf your car has to be in the
shop for a longer period of time, Lell
offers you several solutions to keep you
mobile. You can either use the service
of getting a replacement vehicle, also
available with an automatic transmis

Getting car service or buying parts without having to pay taxes is especially
attractive for customers since Lell accepts VAT forms. Additionally, you may
pay with your credit card for your services directly at the car dealership.

BMW M5
Mileage: 10.6l/100 km (combined)
CO2-emissions: 242 g/km (combined)

THIS SERVICE KEEPS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

Autohaus
J. B. LELL

www.lell-bmw.de

The Ultimate
Driving Machine®

In the Autohaus Lell car dealership our employees always provide you with reliable service and top level professionalism so that you can enjoy unlimited driving
pleasure. Our qualified English-speaking service consultants Mr Scheibe and Mr Pyka
are available to help you at our dealerships in both Weiden and Kümmersbruck.

WHAT THE LELL SERVICE PACKAGE INCLUDES FOR YOU.
▪ Good, fair service
▪ Competent consultants
▪ Service replacement vehicle with
automatic transmission
▪ Vehicle preparation /
full preparation
▪ Window tinting
▪ Smart Repair

▪
▪
▪
▪

Rim repair
Accident maintenance
Top terms
Purchase without tax through
the “VAT form”
▪ BMW and MINI Service
▪ Payment by credit card
▪ W-LAN for our customers

YOUR BMW AND MINI SERVICE CONTACT FROM LELL.

LELL´S
SERVICE.
FAIR. RELIABLE. FAST.

Alexander Pyka
BMW service consultant
Kümmersbruck dealership
+49 (0)9621/7710-11
alexander.pyka@lell-bmw.de

Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Zur Centralwerkstätte 5, 92637 Weiden
Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Vilstalstr. 25-29, 92245 Kümmersbruck

Mathias Scheibe
BMW service consultant
Weiden dealership
+49 (0)961/3003-70
mathias.scheibe@lell-bmw.de

www.lell-bmw.de

